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Abstract

Those who work in Emergency Medical Services as medics 
have a difficult and dangerous job, the causes of which EMS as 
an industry is only beginning to address. Currently, differing 
priorities between medics out on the field and the manufacturers 
and administrations tasked with keeping them safe make 
attempts at mitigating detriment particularly challenging. 
Preventing fatalities within the patient compartment is 
particularly difficult to implement. This thesis lays an 
understanding of how that dichotomy manifested, and how 
fatalities in the EMS community are linked to manufacturer’s 
failure to take into account the behaviors of the medics within 
the patient compartment when developing their solutions.

This thesis takes a transformative approach when addressing 
how a safety solution would work within existing user 
workflows , and how to make it more comfortably adopted. 
It sets out to identify what factors of a medic’s job take the 
most toll, and uses user-centered design methodology to offer a 
solution that satisfies both users’ and administrators’ goals. The 
solution consists of an overhead seat belt rail system attached 
safety harness that is integrated into the medic uniform. The 
value of this solution is an increased level of safety in the patient 
compartment that helps protect medics in the event of a crash, 
while allowing flexibility of movement so the medic may quickly 
and effectively treat their patient. Medics are subsequently less 
likely to be taken out of commission for injury, while also not 
compromising the level of care provided to the patient.
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1.  Introduction

1.1 An Ongoing Historical Shift

Historically, ambulance systems were solely for transportation of the wounded. It 
was not until the late 1800s that an earnest shift toward medical intervention during 
the transportation window began (Robbins, 2005). Today, the idea of providing 
timely care to persons who have suffered emergencies or injuries is referred to as 
an Emergency Medical System (EMS), and involves not only transport, but how a 
patient accesses the system, as well as care administered on-scene, en route, and 
upon the arrival to definitive care (Al-Shaqsi, 2010). For the purpose of this study, 
we will focus on EMS within the context of 911, though EMS does also include 
disaster relief and non-emergent medical transportation (Department, n.d.). Current 
standard practice of EMS within the scope of 911 expects that medical intervention 
be performed at an advanced level within all stages of emergency transport. 
Consequently, the workload for medics has increased with the added number of 
tasks that must be performed while with a patient.

To understand the models of care that determine these tasks, and the impact they 
have on workers, we will look at how EMS is set up as an industry and walk through 
a scenario illustrating common tasks that medics must perform. Observational 
research focusing on the medic’s point of view will then be reviewed in an effort 
to establish a correlative or contradicting relationship between existing literature 
and current practices within the EMS field today. An analysis of observed issues in 
safety and workflow will identify areas in most need of attention, and whether those 
issues are design-oriented problems. Comparative dissection of current industry 
approaches to these problems will help highlight how current safety standards do 
not align themselves with medics processes and behaviors. From there, a deep-dive 
into medics thoughts and opinions of the problems they experience will help frame 
an opportunity space to develop a solution that both fulfills safety requirements 
without alienating the user.
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1.2 Research Questions

Industry already acknowledges that EMS is a dangerous profession, yet the 
sources of the problems remain fuzzy (Maguire et al., 2002). The questions 
posed in this thesis morphed as knowledge and understanding were built, and 
helped provide a clear objective for each stage. W 1.1 shows the evolution of the 
research questions from the ‘identify’ stage to the ‘understand’ stage and finally 
the ‘solution’ stage. These questions serve to shape the lens of understanding and 
articulate tangible goals for each step. 

1.3 Transformative Approach

Before I continue my pursuit into research, I must first establish what lens I am 
taking as a researcher, in order to better frame my methodologies and considerations. 
Because I am interested in the perspective of the user, and how existing 
organizational systems affect their wellbeing and ability to do their job, I identify 
with the transformative worldview. Transformativism, as defined by Creswell 
(2014) is an approach that acknowledges the power differentials of stakeholders and 
aims to give voice to those who might not have one in the decision making process. 
While medics might not be traditionally considered marginalized members of EMS 
organizations, it is clear that they, as the representatives of the industry interacting 
with the public, are most affected by changes in policy and procedure. They are also 
the ones who must bear the burden of policy changes as it has a direct impact on 
their daily lives and workflows.

Through my transformative worldview, I as the researcher will play the role of 
the advocate for medics needs, give them a voice in the process of identifying 
issues that most affect them, and I will seek their aid in designing a solution. My 
research will place emphasis on their daily lives and experiences as metrics for the 
success or failure of current conditions, and as identifiers of how decisions made 
by EMS organizations affect their current safety and workflows. I will use medics’ 
experiences to guide my decision making process within the solution space to make 
sure that, first and foremost, I am solving their needs.

Figure 1.1: Research Questions 
arranged by Phases

1 Introduction 1 Introduction

Identify

Understand

Solve

Which element of a medics’ job 
(the tasks they must perform, 
the equipment they must use, 
or the environment they must 

operate in) causes the most 
detriment to medics wellbeing?

Is the physical or 
mental element 

of detriment more 
significant?

Can this issue be 
solved through 

design?

Why do medics not buckle in? What 
tasks cannot be done while seated 

and secured, from the medics’ point 
of view?

What is it about these tasks 
that make following through 
with proper safety measures 

so difficult?

How can design be used to reconcile 
the importance of medics’ safety 

with their need to freely and 
effectively treat a patient?
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2.  Understanding Emergency    
 Medical Systems

2.1 EMS Philosophies
There are two core functions that take precedence in pre-hospital care. The first 
is to provide transport to definitive care, and the second is to provide medical care 
(Son, 2002). Which function is prioritized depends on various factors, such as the 
geographical location of the community, population density, developmental layout 
such as urban sprawl, municipal zoning and districting, and what medical issues the 
patient is having. Furthermore, the primary function of the ambulance will depend 
on what model of care the EMS system subscribes to: the Franco-German model or 
the Anglo-American model (Dick, 2003), both of which are summarized in Table 1.

The Franco-German model focuses on providing on-scene medical care by a 
physician-led response. In this model, the doctor is the one to respond and 
administer all treatment beyond first aid. Non-medical staff is usually employed for 
driving and lifting, and in some cases paramedics act as aids to doctors, performing 
Basic Life Support (BLS), but cannot perform invasive Advanced Life Support (ALS) 
(Dick, 2003). This model can be thought of as bringing the emergency department to 
the patient, and is a standard operation in many European communities (Al-Shaqsi, 
2010; Cooper, et.al. 2004).

The Anglo-American model uses specialized pre-hospital staff such as emergency 
medical technicians (EMTs), advanced EMTs, and paramedics who provide both 
the main functions of preliminary care and also deliver the patient to definitive care 
(Al-Shaqsi, 2010). Different ambulance classifications exist based on the skill level of 
the crew: ambulances outfitted with Advanced Life Support capabilities must staff 
no less than Paramedics or Advanced EMTs on board in order to provide appropriate 
care, whereas Basic Life Support units require no more skill level than EMTs (Al-
Shaqsi, 2010). Unlike the Franco-German model, paramedics act autonomously in 
their aid administration and it is EMTs who are limited in the care they are allowed 
to perform (Dick, 2003).
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Within the Anglo American model, the biggest decision is whether to take the 
patient immediately to definitive care or to administer aid where the patient lies 
before leaving the scene. These two decisions are called “scoop and run” and “stay 
and play” (Smith, Alasdair, 2009). The MEDEVAC helicopter emergency service is 
a prime example of the “scoop and run” method; for this service, speed to definitive 
care is prioritized, though basic life-supporting aid might be given in-route (Al-
Shaqsi, 2010). “Scoop and run” is the default historical model and still is relevant 
to issues such as heart attack, internal bleeding, and penetrative wounds (Shaurya, 
2009). The strategy is based on the “platinum 10 minutes” wherein the goal is to 
transport the patient within 10 minutes of arrival on scene, and to have the patient 
in surgery within the “golden hour”- or the timeframe of best chances of survival 
(Lickiss, 2012).

The “stay and play” method involves EMS workers taking more time on scene to 
administer treatment and stabilize a patient before transport is initiated (Smith, 
Alasdair, 2009). This method resembles the ‘bringing care to the patient’ mentality 
of the Franco-German model, but can be performed by the specialty EMS workers 
of the Anglo-American model (Cooper et. al. 2004). With this method, both BLS 
and ALS can be administered. It has grown more popular over the years, but 
recent challenges to its effectiveness have risen, such as the risk of injuring the 
patient further if improper ALS is performed in-route or on scene (Al-Shaqsi, 2010; 
Smith, Alasdair, 2009). However, “Stay and play” is still purported as the best 
option for rural environments, when transportation within the golden hour may 
not be feasible. For this method to be successful, advanced EMS workers such 
as paramedics, nurses, doctors must be on staff because ALS procedures such as 
airway management, needle decompression, intravenous resuscitation may need to 
be performed (Margolis, Ypinazar; 2009).

2.2 EMS Walkthrough

There are several steps in the process of determining whether an ALS or BLS unit is 
needed when dispatch receives a 911 call. Figure 2.1 illustrates the processes of events 
that a company might follow. We can see in this model that the level of priority can 
shift based on information garnered during the course of a call. First, there is the 
“classified” priority, which can be labeled “High” or “Low.” The classified priority 
is based on information received during the 911 call. A unit is then dispatched: ALS 
ambulances attend to high priority calls, and BLS to low priority. When the unit 
arrives on scene, the medics will have the opportunity to reevaluate the situation and 
report the “true” priority (again, High or Low) and take appropriate action. 

911 call
Unit 

dispatched

ALS or BLS

Classified 
Priority 
(H or L)

True
Priority 
(H or L)

Unit en 
route

Unit arrives 
on scene

Service or 
care 

administered

Unit returns 
to service

Unit en 
route to 
hospital

Unit arrives 
at hospital

Patient 
transferred

Though Figure 2.1 is beneficial in knowing the steps of protocol, further 
understanding of what happens once a unit is dispatched needs to be achieved before 
we can accurately discuss how tasks and workflow impact worker’s health. To 
understand these issues better,  a short scenario is assembled to demonstrate what 
might occur during the call from the medic’s point of view on the front lines (Figure 
2.2). This scenario was constructed using a blend of raw observation and in-depth 
discussions with medics about their procedure and thought processes in the event of 
a similar situation. Later on, we will use the method of storyboarding again to build 
an understanding of the chosen issue to be addressed.

2. Understanding EMS 2. Understanding EMS

Figure 2.1: 911 Dispatch Protocol   
     Timeline (McCoy, 2015)

Model: Franco German Model Anglo American Model
Definition: Integrated into a country’s holistic 

healthcare system, focuses on bringing 
physicians to the patient for treatment 
at home.

Treated as a separate medical 
system and focuses less on 
pre-hospital interventions; 
delivery to emergency depart-
ments standard

Priority Providing care to patient Transport to definitive care

Personnel Doctors/physicians with Paramedic 
support

Led by paramedics and EMTs

Geography in which it works 
best:

Rural environments, Urban environments,

Conditions in which it works 
best:

Illnesses, non-communicable diseases 
such as Diabetes, minor wounds

Heart attack, internal bleed-
ing, and penetrative wounds, 
and severe burns

Main places where it’s used: Germany, France, Greece, Austria United States, Canada, New 
Zealand, Australia

Table 2.1: EMS Philosophical Models
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This scenario presents just one of a myriad ways the call could have proceeded. 
Because this unit follows the Anglo American model, the “scoop and run” method 
was used. However, company policy might have been drastically different if the 
unit was owned by a private service over a municipality, or if the call had taken 
place in a rural area far from a hospital equipped to handle the emergency. 

This scenario follows the ambulance unit from initial dispatch to final delivery 
to the hospital. The call is initially classified as a high priority, and when the unit 
arrives, that priority is confirmed. The scenario goes through a series of protocols 
the medics must follow to ensure patient safety. Open communication with all 
parties involved is imperative, and helps facilitate the rapid decision making they 
must perform in the wake of a quickly declining patient. 

In several short panels, several issues presented themselves: first was 
communication- the medics had to rely on information given to them before 
they were able to assess the true nature of the call, and then had to deliberately 
reach out to the receiving hospital to provide updates. The medic also had to 
communicate effectively to the patient what was being done to them. Second 
was the ability to triage: the medic had to make decisions on prioritizing 
treatment and take rapid action; she was not able to finish some tasks in the 
wake of a more critical matter presenting itself. The medic has little time to 
intervene once the patient starts showing signs of inhalation burns, and during 
many of her procedures it is clear that she must trust and rely on her partner’s 
smooth driving to perform them effectively. Finally, the medic moves around 
the patient compartment in what appears to be a very poor, yet memorized 
organizational workflow. 

2. Understanding EMS 2.5.1 Walkthrough

Figure 2.2: Burn Victim Response Scenario 

911, 
what is your 
emergency?

Help, we were grilling 
and then things just-- 

exploded!
He’s burned-- bad.

We will send an 
ambulance right away. 

Please stay on the 
line so I can get the 

address......

We’re on 
our way!

2.5.1 Scenario Walkthrough
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Using GPS information from 
dispatch,  

they head to the scene with 
full lights and sirens. 

Medic 2 is an active passenger, 
helping look for clear routes 

and checking blind spots when 
going through intersections. 

Once on-scene they park, 
grab the stretcher, cardiac 

monitor, and First-in-kit, 
and take it to the patient. 

First, they introduce themselves 
to the patient.

They assess the patient and 
his burns- they also assess his 
airways for inhalation burns but 
he seems fine. 

While assessing, they get his 
information (name, age, if this 
is the place he lives, etc) and 
talk to him and witnesses about 
what happened.

They get him on 02 and set up 
the cardiac monitor. 

With burn patients, time plays a critical factor- 
they get him on the stretcher and into the 

ambulance as soon as they are able. 

One medic drives while the other stays in back 
to attend to the patient’s wounds.

2.5.1 Walkthrough2. Understanding EMS

Figure 2.2: Burn Victim Response Scenario 
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Burn patients can become dehydrated very 
quickly, so Victoria sets up the IV right away: 
She retrieves and removes fluid lines and bag 
from packaging, suspends the bag, and makes 
sure no air bubbles are trapped. 

She then disinfects the area where the needle 
will stick, inserts the needle attached to the 
catheter, and carefully extracts the needle but 
not the catheter.

She tapes down insertion point and connects 
IV fluid line to catheter. This all needs to be 
precise and takes less than 3 minutes.  She 
relies on the driver to navigate smoothly  so 
she doesn’t mess up. 

Next she cuts off the patients’ clothing and 
begins bandaging the areas where burns are 
the worst. 

She is constantly assessing the patient’s 
wellbeing; talking to him, getting him to rate 
his pain scales.

“Yeah, all I 
remember is a 

giant... fireball... 

I guess the 
propane was...

Voice changes, such as developing a rasp, are 
indication of an inhalation burn. The airway can 
quickly swell shut and the patient will suffocate. 

The medic needs to be vigilant of this, and take 
action right away. 

RSI involves injecting the patient with 
a combination of drugs that act as pain 
medication, a sedative, and short-term 
paralytic. 

She retrieves and lays out all the tools she 
will need to intubate. The tools are laid out on 
the bench, where they can be easily reached 
when she is in the intubation position.

She re-examines the patient’s airway and 
determines that he needs to be intubated before 
they close.

She explains Rapid Sequence Intubation (RSI) 
to the patient, and lowers the stretcher from a 
sitting to a laying position, and helps adjust him 
to the new position. 

She adjusts his O2 flow to 100% and makes sure 
the cardiac monitor leads are secured.

2.5.1 Walkthrough2. Understanding EMS

Figure 2.2: Burn Victim Response Scenario 
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She now must retrieve the drugs that are locked 
away in a secure cabinet. She then injects the 
drugs into the catheter to knock the patient out. 

She will fold the epiglottis back with the tool, 
and insert an 02 tube and a balloon down the 
trachea to help hold the airway open. 

Intubation is an exact procedure and requires the 
medic to get into a low, often crouching position 
to help see down the patient’s mouth. The 
medic must monitor the patients’ 02 levels and 
heart rate to make sure he isn’t suffocating.

Her partner’s careful and smooth driving is 
crucial at this stage, as well as her personal time 
management. 

Once at the hospital, her partner double-
checks her intubation work, helps her extract 
the stretcher, and monitors the patients 
02 levels while they wheel him into the 
Emergency Department (ED).

While she helps the nurses deliver the patient to 
a free room, he gives patient information to the 
front desk. She may stay and help transfer and 
prep the patient before they finish the call.

Once the patient is stable 
and she confirms that 
he is getting properly 
oxygenated, she returns to 
the seating position.

She may now continue 
bandaging, and keep a close 
eye on his stability.

She calls ahead to update 
the receiving hospital on 
his condition and begins to 
enter his information and 
call report on the tablet.

Regional North 
this is Medic 3; we 
have a burn patient 
coming your way; 
intubated, stable...

Okay, we’ll 
have a room 

ready for you. 
How soon will 
you be here?

We’re on 
I10; about 
10 minutes 

away. 

2.5.1 Walkthrough2. Understanding EMS

Figure 2.2: Burn Victim Response Scenario 
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2.3 The American EMS Industry

Within the United States, the EMS service in any given geographical location may 
be structured in a variety of ways to suit the needs of the community. Sometimes, 
even though the US primarily operates within the Anglo-American model. A blend 
of Franco-German and Anglo-American philosophies is needed (Al-Shaqsi, 2010). 
The resources available to the EMS systems of a community might determine 
which model is chosen, and there are several core organizational models that EMS 
providers follow. These organizational models are categorized and their advantages 
and disadvantages are summarized in Table 2.2. 

Overwhelmingly EMS services are overseen by a municipality or local government 
for their funding and resource allocation. This type of organizational structure 
makes up 58% of the current industry. These municipalities might be local or state 
governments, and service fees and property taxes fund the EMS. Within this setup, 
EMS can be independent entities, also known as the “public utility model” (21% 
of industry) or might be a fire/police linked service where services are integrated 
partially or completely (37% of industry) (Son, 2002). Partial integration means the 
EMS workers share quarters, dispatch, and administrative services with fire and/
or police, though operate as a separate unit. Complete integration means that a 
member of staff is fully cross-functional, such as a firefighter-paramedic. The latter 
is favored by municipalities because it adds value to the service, however workers 
are more likely to have a greater task load and are less likely to have down time 
while on call (Son, 2002).

Although this is the most popular model, municipalities have lately been falling 
out of favor with some communities. This trend has mainly been seen in rural 
areas, where shrinking populations due to exodus to urban areas means a 
depletion of municipal-based funding for EMS (Son, 2002). Increasingly the these 
municipalities are compensating by contracting out to private organizations, but 
Some communities have switched to a volunteer EMS model to counteract the 
shrinking funds. However, with the lack a tax base or population, volunteer EMS 
services (though they might receive a fraction of funding from municipal taxes) 
rely heavily on donations from the community they serve (Son, 2002). This model 
is difficult to maintain though, because of the upkeep of training standards, vehicle 
equipment standards, and dwindling demand of a shrinking rural population make 
on-call time commitments straining for workers. (Barr, 2011). 

2. Understanding EMS

Two alternative models have risen up to answer the difficulties of municipal 
services in more successful ways, though: hospital based services and community 
based services. Hospital based providers make up 9% of industry, and in this model 
hospitals and regional centers provide their own ambulance service. This model 
may give the hospital an advantage due to area competition, EMS reliability, or 
other specialized community needs (Son, 2002). On the other hand, private, or 
“community based” services (CBS) make up 33% of the industry. Private companies 
provide their own ambulances with paid employees, but rely on contracts with local 
or national governments or hospitals. Their contracts can range in capabilities, from 
providing strictly transport to full emergency care and staff (Department, n.d.). If 
partnered with a hospital, they might provide their own EMTs and paramedics, or 
the hospital might provide them, and in some cases large corporations have contracts 
of both types with different communities. Their payment methods are fee-for-service, 
which can be partially funded by the government, Medicare, Medicaid, and patients 
-or their insurances. In exchange, the companies must maintain a high quality of 
staffing, skills, resources, and response times to keep competitive with contracts 
(Son, 2009; U.S.G.A.O., 2010). 

One problem with this payment structure, however, is that the patient must be 
transported to definitive care for the EMS provider to get paid, and that any pre-
hospital stabilization does not get reimbursed if a transport was not made (Barr 
“trauma”; 2012). Since the patient has the right to accept or refuse a ride, if the 
patient did decide to take the ambulance, they would incur both EMS fees as well as 
fees from the ED, which was very costly for the patient and their insurances. Because 
of this skewed system, there had been instances of EMS balking at transporting 
uninsured patients for fear they will not get paid (Slater, O’Mara, & Goldfarb; 2002).

2. Understanding EMS

Model Type: Municipality: Hospital Based: Private:

% of industry 58% 9% 33%

Pros: Receives state and 
federal aid, less 
variance in payment 
costs for patients

Hospitals better able to 
regulate the reliability 
of transport to and from 
their facilities

For-profit organizations 
better able to absorb costs of 
business and keep up with 
technology

Cons: Rural areas strained 
for resources, 
integrated model 
stretches workers thin.

Highly dependent on the 
type of services being 
provided by the hospital 
(ex: a stroke center)

Highly competitive contracts 
put strain on companies/
workers to perform.

Table 2.2: EMS Service Structures
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2.4 Organizational Compromises

According to Son (2002), to help stave off these instances of monetary loss while 
still maintaining competitiveness, private companies have been merging at an 
increasing rate. With consolidation, larger companies have more resources to keep 
up with rapidly advancing technologies and models of care than smaller providers, 
and are able to hold more market share and better negotiate contracts. They are 
also better equipped to provide an extended range of procedures, which will be 
needed in the coming years since community hospitals have started downsizing 
and closing in favor of larger regional centers, and ambulance companies have been 
stretched thin trying to cover an increasingly large amount of territory (Son, 2002). 

To add complexity to the situation, in response to the downsizing of rural 
community centers, there has been advancing adoption of the Franco-German 
model in the US, which, while it might result in better access and lower overall 
costs for patients and healthcare providers in the long run, does not have a clear 
cut home within current payment structures and competitive environment 
(Barr “trauma”, 2012). With more studies of the stay-and-play method emerging, 
arguments have been made that not every patient who calls upon EMS needs 
to take up space and time at the ED (Al-Shaqsi, 2010). Sometimes stabilization 
and checkups by an ALS provider is all the patient needs (Barr “trauma”; 2012). 
Because of this, there has been a push to try to get pre-hospital care recognized by 
insurance companies and Medicare, but the liability of out-of-hospital care is still 
an issue (Headlee, 2006). In the meantime, it remains uncertain how medics will 
get paid for their added workload, and smaller companies and municipalities will 
continue to consolidate to better afford the rising costs of operation in the face of 
ever-increasing competition (Son, 2002). 

2. Understanding EMS

2.5 Effects on Workers

How do all these changes affect the working body of EMS? The ultimate success or 
failure of a company resides in the capabilities of its workforce, however it needs to 
be acknowledged that the changes in service structure and policy affect their ability 
to perform. Moving forward, we will examine the impact of these changes within 
EMS in the context of a transformative framework:

The competitive nature of US based EMS system, as exemplified by companies’ rapid 
consolidation and efforts to stay ahead, have started to show a negative impact on 
workers in the industry. One of the rising reasons is the difference in priorities of 
the staff (medics) and their employers who are focused on maintaining reputations 
with other organizations and keeping expenses low and profit high (Son, 2002). 
According to interviews and the workers’ union NEMSA, EMS workers also want 
to maintain a high level of performance, but view the methods of achieving that goal 
differently than their employers (personal communication, April 16, 2015; NEMSA, 
n.d.). While medics want to have equipment and support to do their jobs, get a 
living wage and benefits, and stay safe, their organization may not have the funds to 
provide them with up-to-date equipment, or the resources to oversee certifications 
-which then must come out of the medics’ pockets (personal communication, April 
16, 2015).  Medics might also feel undue pressure to engage in risky behaviors to keep 
their company competitive, which might result in their own injuries or fatalities, as 
was the case in a U.S.G.A.O study of helicopter ambulance crashes in 2009 where 
fatalities were linked to competitive behaviors in unsafe conditions to cut down on 
response times (Dillingham, 2009).

This U.S.G.A.O. study also exemplifies another problem with the varied and chaotic 
structure of EMS within the US:  the undefined categorization of EMS groups for 
proper tracking of worker conditions (Maguire et al. 2002). When examining cases 
of injuries and fatalities among medics, all of the different organizational models 
-plus the hybrid models that exist state to state and sometimes even town-to-town- 
mean that EMS personnel are not “defined by a unique industry occupational code” 
in the eyes of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and instead might be lumped into other 
industries (such as the integrated fire and police services) or are simply not counted, 
as is the case with some municipal volunteer workers. Therefore it is incredibly 
difficult to track statistics such as EMS injury and fatality rates, or the causes of 
stress factors such as their work environment or bureaucratic pressures placed on 
them by their organizations (Maguire et al., 2002).

2. Understanding EMS

2.5.1 Examination of Worker Detriment
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Much of the data that has been presented previously for review on EMS safety has 
been narrow scopes of specific EMS populations, and even then each study has its 
own definitions and grading systems, making them very difficult to cross-compare. 
There have been attempts, though, such as Maguire et al’s comprehensive review 
“Occupational Fatalities in Emergency Medical Services” which attempted to 
cross compare databases and reports to assess the rate and causes of EMS fatalities 
(2002). The authors concluded that EMS worker fatalities were 12.7 per 100,000 
workers per year– following the bureau’s format of reporting. That was more than 
double the national average of 5, and neared the rates of the classic dangerous jobs 
such as firefighters (16.5) and police (14.2), and was subsequently labeled a crisis 
(Maguire et al, 2002).

The study conducted by Maguire et al., 2002, is still considered one of the best 
published reviews for EMS safety, though because of the difficulties of data 
gathering, still has limitations. For example, Garrison points out that depending 
on which database cited, estimated employment numbers for EMS workers varies 
widely: from 150,000 to 830,000, which would undoubtedly affect percentages and 
could possibly bring the crisis down to a statistically insignificant change from the 
overall medic population (2002).  Also, many states have different certifications 
and it is possible for EMS personnel to be qualified in more than one state, so the 
risk that those individuals might be listed more than once in separate databases 
is a factor. Regardless, other studies yield similar results to Maguire et al’s: Becker 
and Spicer (2007) and Samuelson (2014) found EMS workers three times more 
likely to die on the job than the national average of other professions. Their fatality 
numbers were similar to Maguire et al’s, at 12.5 workers per every 100,000 per 
year, compared to the national average of 5/100,000. They found the leading causes 
of occupational fatalities to be, in order: Vehicle crash with ground transport, 
air ambulance crashes, cardiovascular event, and assault/homicide against EMS 
workers (Becker, Spicer, 2007). 

Other physical dangers exist as well: EMS workers are also subject to many other 
injuries and illnesses, as shown in Table 2.3. Alongside the categorization of 
fatalities, sprains, strains, and tears to the back were the leading cause of injuries 
for EMS workers reported by Becker and Spicer (2007), usually categorized 
by overexertion when lifting. These musculoskeletal issues resulted in forced 
retirement for many EMS workers, due to inability to perform duties. They found 
that the injury rate was 10x that of nurses, who are the most well-known for this 
type of injury saturation. The rise in these injuries can be linked to the rising 
obesity epidemic in the patient population (Boatright, 2002). 

2. Understanding EMS

According to the Center for Disease Control (C.D.C), as of 2013 over 1/3 of adults in 
the US were obese, and no state had less than 20% prevalence of obesity (C.D.C., 
2013). These individuals are 6 times more likely to have health problems such as 
heart disease, kidney failure, and more than 10x likely to have diabetes, and therefore 
more likely to be in need of EMS services during their lifetime. Unlike in a hospital 
setting, where more people may be called upon to handle these types of situations, 
the only personnel that might be available to move a large patient out in the field 
would be the EMS worker and their colleague. Thus, worker injury rates due to 
transferring patient loads is exceedingly high in the EMS field; data from a 2000-
2001 survey found 50% of annual worker compensation for EMS worker injuries was 
related to this issue, and it is well documented that such injuries could force an EMS 
worker into early retirement (Boatright, 2002).

Research also shows that EMS workers are exposed to an increased risk of blood-
borne pathogens, disease, and infection when dealing with patients in a non-
structured environment (Stelzer, 2012). In a study requested by the Portland Bureau 
of Fire Rescue and Emergency Rescue Services (PFB), Reed et al (1993) examined 
256 exposures in a 2 year time frame. The overall rate of incidence was 4.4/1,000 EMS 
calls. Though only 29.3% of exposures were results of needle sticks, contact with 
non-intact skin or mucous membranes, blood, or bodily fluids, a majority (64%) of 
those suffered from infection. They were primarily at risk of contracting Hepatitis B 
and HIV (Reed et al, 1993).

Finally, in addition to the physical risks of the job, only recently have mental risks 
started to be assessed. EMS workers often work 12-24 hour shifts, often with some 
degree of sleep deprivation, and respond to potentially traumatic situations (Maguire 
et al, 2002). Situations such as gruesome victim incidents, providing care to 
vulnerable patient demographics such as children, exposure to death and dying, and 
injuries to themselves or their coworkers are the highest contributions to an EMS 
worker’s high levels of stress (Stelzer, 2012). Becker and Spicer (2007) also found 
many elements of the work environment, besides the nature of the emergencies, to 
be causes of mental health strain: Company organization and management issues 
accounted for almost 30% of the sources of stress in a documented study in Devon, 
England. Within that same study three other major factors were identified: burdens 
of new and unfamiliar duties, work overload, and interpersonal relations, which all 
indicated that the way an EMS company relates to their employees can have a drastic 
effect on their productivity (Becker, Spicer, 2007).

2. Understanding EMS
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Often with EMS workers, stress is exhibited as high job dissatisfaction, 
depression, anxiety, and hostility, and can affect the way the workers interact 
with patients. EMS workers might also report nightmares, flashbacks, and 
hypervigilance while on the job, which are all characteristics of PTSD. PTSD 
symptoms are reported 15 – 20% of EMS workers, which ranges from 4-10x 
that which the general population will experience in their professions (Becker, 
Spicer, 2007). Burnout rates for EMS workers outpace that of all other healthcare 
workers, with some sources citing paramedic careers lasting as short as 4 years 
(Stelzer, 2012). EMS workers who suffered PTSD and burnout and cut their 
careers short are a huge concern for the industry, because it directly affects 
the EMS industry’s ability to retain highly trained, knowledgeable, and most 
importantly experienced staff. It also strains EMS companies financially and 
resource-wise to constantly train new medics that may only last a short time 
(Stelzer, 2012). However, because of the growing awareness of the dangers that 
plague medics, the EMS profession has seen a push in several areas to improve 
working conditions, safety, and other areas that might negatively impact those 
working in the field. 

2. Understanding EMS

Since ground transportation accidents were the leading cause of EMS fatalities, I 
wanted to understand further what the circumstances around these numbers were. 
To do that, I examined the rules and safety standards governing ground ambulances. 
However, before standards are addressed, an understanding of the manufacturing 
climate must be established. 

Currently, ambulances are costly to manufacture and are built on a by-commission 
basis. Rarely do ambulances get built without an EMS company providing the 
funds. According to a large manufacturer in the Houston area, ambulances can 
cost  anywhere between $80,000 - $100,000 each, without the added expenses 
of customization and stocking them with costly medical equipment (personal 
communication, Oct 24 2015). The price, safety, efficiency, and durability of an 
ambulance is based on the vehicle type chosen. 

2.5.2 A. Ambulance Types

There are two main types of ground ambulances that are dispatched into the public 
domain: response units and emergency ambulances (National EMS Museum, 2007). 
Response units are also known as “fly-cars”, and can be cars, motor bikes, bicycles, 
or even horses. They are used to reach an acutely ill or injured patient very quickly 
to provide on-site care. Though they lack the capacity to transport patients from the 
scene, they are often backed up by an emergency ambulance. Emergency ambulances 
are the most common type of ambulances, and are used to deliver care to the patient 
and to transport them from the scene. These ambulances most often come in three 
types of vans, but can be alternative vehicles for specialized situations, such as a golf 
cart for concert events (National EMS Museum, 2007). 

In the case of traditional vehicles, the type of emergency ambulance is determined by 
the chassis. Type I ambulances are based on a truck-style body, with the driving area 
separated from the back of the van. The rear is modular and detachable, which makes 
retrofitting easy. Type II ambulances are the smaller and more maneuverable option; 
built on a van chassis, it has a raised roof for head space and provides direct access 
from the cab to the back of the van. This type is most often referred to as a “sprinter”, 
and is more fuel-friendly than the truck-chassis types. Finally, Type III ambulances, 
though also built with a modular body, are built on a “cut away” van chassis (McCoy, 
2015; Cavette, n.d.). They has a larger body than type II, but are still accessible from 
the cab, unlike type I (Figure 2.3). All three types of ambulance vans are made on a 
modified assembly line, which means the vehicles is moved from one fixed spot to 
another with the parts being located in those respective areas (Cavette, n.d.).

2. Understanding EMS

2.5.2 A Deeper Examination of Physical Detriment

PHYSICAL MENTAL
Stress Sickness Injury Fatality
PTSD 
Depression 
Burnout

Blood-borne 
illness 
Contagions

Musculoskeletal 
tears 
Sprains and 
strains 
Violence

Vehicle crashes 
Cardiovascular 
incidents 
Violence

Table 2.3: Categorization of Medic Detriment
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2. Understanding EMS

2.5.2 B. Commission Process

The processes of commission for ambulances is as follows: the EMS agency contacts 
the manufacturer and specifies which type of ambulance they want, and the layout 
of the rear they had in mind- this can be anything from the arrangement of storage 
space, to the configuration of benches and chairs, and any designated spaces 
for specialty items. Other requests such as patient capacity and compartment 
specifications are also done at this time (Cavette, n.d.). Structural components 
are bent into shape, or cut from pre-shaped aluminum that has been sourced, then 
welded together, and sheet metal is fastened to create outside walls. Doors are added, 
then the body is finished with the base coat and oven dried. In a separate area of 
the plant, the engine is installed on the specified chassis, and wiring is added to the 
cab. Power, lights, and sirens are installed as well as the cab’s heating and cooling. 
The body is then mounted to the chassis and bolted into place and electric, lighting, 
02 lines, vacuum system and auxiliary heating and cooling are connected and 
installed in the body. Finishing touches such as painted logos are the last to be added 
(Cavette, n.d.). 

Ambulances can also be purchased used or donated, and many manufacturers and 
third party vendors offer remount services for their modular units, which can range 
from just re-touching paint, to updating hardware and flooring, to removing the box 
from the chassis and overhauling the electrical and ventilation systems (Arrow, n.d.). 
Once the ambulance is finished, it goes through an inspection (Cavette, n.d.) and is 
sent to the EMS company to be stocked and ready for immediate use. 

When looking into safety rules governing ambulances and what shapes the 
inspections, it is shown that mandated tests are designed by the General Service 
Administration’s published KKK standards and the Ambulance Manufacturers 
division of the National Truck Equipment Association; a private organization 
focusing on commercial vehicle safety. These inspections and tests include 
mechanical stress tests, environmental control tests, electrical tests, and driving tests 
(U.S.G.S.A., 2007; AMD, 2007).  However, there are many problems with current 
tests: according to industry, although the patient compartment of an ambulance has 
to endure static load tests, neither overseeing body requires dynamic testing, also 
known as impact and crash testing, for the back of the vehicle; only the cab. Crash 
tests that have been performed by third party organizations reveal the potential 
for debilitating injuries: At the 2014 EMS World Expo, the Society of Automotive 
Engineers (SAE) released their findings of a crash test conducted on an ambulance 
at 30mph. The results showed the side medic seat position suffered severe sideways 
neck flexion, the rear-facing medic seat suffered broken femurs as a result from 
impact from the stretcher, and any EMS worker in a standing position suffers neck, 
spine, and hip injuries (Busch, 2014; Green, 2014).

2. Understanding EMS

Type I Ambulance

Type II Ambulance

Type III Ambulance

Figure 2.3:  Ambulance Types

Nanuet EMS Medix RP90ES

2016 Demers Sprinter EXE

Medix Metro Express MN86

Luzerne County EMS

Horton Model 553
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There were also limited regulations for equipment mountings on the inside of the 
box, which could pose as impact and impalement hazards in the event of a crash 
(Busch, 2014). According to Jonathan Benger, an emergency care expert at UEW 
Bristol and a former EMS worker, ambulances have “evolved organically,” with new 
innovations tacked on as they came about. Additions such as O2 tanks and storage 
are installed in a bolted-on fashion with no previous consideration to ergonomics 
or staff and patient experience. “The result is that we now have vehicles that 
weigh over three tonnes, cost a fortune to run and that fail to take full account of 
modern developments in safety, comfort, new technologies, or carbon footprint” 
(“Breathing,” 2012; Helen, 2011).

Many EMS workers complain that the safety equipment in place, as well as 
protocols, do not coincide with their attempts to perform life-saving tasks 
(“Breathing,” 2012). Tasks such as administering CPR must be done in positions 
over the patient, which many safety restraints do not allow. “When I would ride 
in the back of an ambulance, it was not uncommon to stand up and be doing chest 
compressions on somebody and having someone be holding on to my bunker 
pants and going down the road at 35, 40, 50 miles per hour even,” says Jim Grove; a 
Former EMS worker in his testimonial to National Public Radio (Samuelson, 2014). 
Other EMS workers only wear their seatbelts in instances of immediate danger, 
such as harsh weather conditions that cause turbulence. Popular EMS industry 
blogger and author of EMT-Resources states “Most of us never even buckle up. 
This is a practical decision. How easy is it to perform CPR or to intubate a patient 
while strapped in? What if you need something that is stored under the bench 
seat? You just have to get up to do it - or kneel down - or bend over - or reach…” 
The sentiment that buckling was a personal decision at the sacrifice of a medics 
capabilities was echoed in countless interviews: a medic with 30 years experience 
offered this choice: “you either stay seated, buckled in, or you take care of your 
patient. Pick one.”

Moving forward we will examine what the industry is doing to alleviate the 
problems medics face, both physically and mentally, and how those solutions are 
alleviating the forced-decisions and frustrations medics are feeling.  

2. Understanding EMS
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3.  Designs For Improving Medic   
 Experiences

3.1 Interventions To Improve Workload
Technology has had a tremendous effect on EMS workers’ daily routines, particularly 
when it comes to streamlining their workflow and reducing opportunities for 
unstructured situations and stress. It starts with the development of programs 
that are able to predict higher incidence of emergency calls, allowing strategic 
placement of ambulances around the community for the quickest response, instead 
of conventional methods of teams waiting at stations for a call, which increases 
response time (Barr, “Equipping”, 2012). From there, instead of relying on linear 
voice-based dispatch, EMS workers can access information on the scene from mobile 
devices to get crucial information about scene locations and conditions. This helps 
prepare the medic, and helps take away “unknowns” that might elevate stress. 
Once at the scene, EMS workers can send electronic patient care reports ahead to 
the receiving hospital to better prepare the patient for definitive care, and expedite 
the transfer process, saving time and allowing the medics to get back into the 
community to help others faster (Hsieh, 2011). 

In an effort to reduce burnout, where EMS groups might take up to 5000 calls a year, 
some communities are also experimenting with wireless communication in the form 
of telemedicine (Fiebel, 2015). An example of this is in Houston, where in 2011 40% 
of Emergency department visits were primary-care issues that wasted the time and 
resources of EMS. Houston’s ETHAN program has since been established, where 
paramedics and patients are able to consult a remote physician if the condition 
does not warrant a hospital visit. From there, they can schedule an appointment 
at a nearby clinic so the ambulance does not have to take the patient to crowded 
Emergency Departments. This blended Franco-German and Anglo-American method 
has cut down on repeat callers who, before, were using emergency dispatch for 
simple problems such as prescription refills and the common cold, and were a large 
source of reported frustration for medics (Fiebel, 2015, personal communication 
October 2015). 
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Finally, Wireless information technology has also been incorporated into 
machinery- particularly Bluetooth in the equipment that EMS workers use 
on the field. Most notably, Bluetooth has the ability to eliminate wires, which 
makes it easier to move patients in and out of the ambulance, and into the 
hospital. Technology improvements have also allowed equipment to shrink and 
become more durable for in-the-field use. Machines such as ultrasound and video 
laryngoscopes, which used to be cumbersome and delicate, can now fit easily into 
the back of an ambulance (Barr, “Equipping”, 2012) (see Figure 3.1). This helps 
medics perform their lifesaving duties more accurately and efficiently, and helps 
reduce the stress of diagnostic guesswork.

3. Existing Designs 3. Existing Designs

3.2 Interventions to Mitigate Physical Detriment

When addressing the physical aspects of the job, much of the innovation has been 
put into mitigating lifting and straining injuries. For example, special bariatric 
ambulances have been designed and issued with wider interiors and specialized 
equipment for obese patients, such as harnesses for lifting and securing patients 
(Boatright, 2002). Stretchers have also been re-designed with wider footprints and 
motorized lift-assists, such as many Stryker models, which also come with widely 
available modification devices that can add almost 40% to the surface area of existing 
stretchers (see Figure 3.2).

Some innovations address the physical safety of medics through elements within the 
patient compartment. Seen in Figure 3.3, Horton Ambulance has developed air bags 
that are not only thoughtfully placed to prevent injuries such as head strike, but are 
equipped with rollover sensors that calculate the angle and speed of the vehicle’s roll 
for strategic deployment. Another ambulance manufacturer in Canada, Crestline, also 
improved their user safety by implementing several small but crucial changes: They 
started by incorporating lighted cabinets for easy item finding, and made brake lights 
and blinkers visible from the inside of the patient compartment so medics in the back 
would be able to anticipate the driver’s actions. Finally, the storage compartments 
on the outside of the ambulance were altered to face the rear of the vehicle instead 
of being mounted broadside, so EMS workers would not have to step into traffic to 
access equipment. 

However, the question must be asked: are these incremental adjustments and 
improvements enough? Or will they ultimately follow the “tacked on” method of 
innovation, which brings into question their effectiveness as a whole within the 
system?

3D ultrasound machine; Tokyo 1980s MobiUS SP1 ultrasound 2015

Figure 3.1: Example of miniaturization of EMS  
ultrasound equipment (Woo, 2002)

Figure 3.2: Stryker XPS (Expandable Patient   
     Surface) Stretcher Assembly
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Beyond incremental improvements, some organizations have taken a step back to 
analyze the ambulance space as a whole. In the case of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology’s EMS program, after consulting EMS safety foundations in their 
area and exploring their legal parameters, they decided to start from scratch: 
designing an ambulance interior that eliminated the possibility of head strike 
injuries by removing overhead cabinets, and replacing benches in favor of swivel 
chairs that utilized five-point harnesses, as seen in Figure 3.4.  The movement 
of the chairs across the space of the now-eliminated bench theoretically allows 
medics more freedom of movement while increasing their security in the event 
of an accident. However, this feature now comes with a strict protocol change 
that requires all personnel to remain seated and restrained while the ambulance 
is in motion (Forgues, 2014). This re-design is a good example of eliminating a 
problem from the source instead of mitigating the after-effects in regards to head 
injury, though it remains to be seen if their alternative drawer system adds an extra 
organizational issue. Also, though they did take into consideration EMS workers’ 
movement when considering the chairs and harnesses, the question remains 
whether the protocol solution will actually curb EMS workers’ old habits of 
unbuckling and standing up to administer aid. 

3. Existing Designs

Figure 3.3: (Top) Horton Ambulance 
co. Airbag Design

Figure 3.4: (Bottom) MIT ambulance 
bench & seat reconfiguration
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A more recent attempt at addressing safety and overall patient compartment 
configuration is a design developed by Ferno, a popular EMS equipment company. 
Their design took a new approach to the modular patient compartment; addressing 
storage and organization instead of specified seating in order to keep the medic 
safe (see Figure 3.5). Their concept is based on the idea of customization, where 
medics are able to re-arrange the layout of the interior to suit their high-use vs 
high-need item retrieval workflows. For example, if the unit receives a cardiac call, 
the medic would be able to move all the cardiac equipment close to their seat for 
easy retrieval, and then do the same with airway management tools if their next call 
requires it (personal communication, December 2015).

With this setup, the medic would theoretically never have to leave their seat, giving 
them little excuse to not buckle up. However, it is unclear what the developers of 
this layout had planned for other tasks besides supplies retrieval that may need the 
medic to be in non-sitting positions, such as CPR. It also remains to be seen if the 
call-to-call frequency of customization would be implemented by medics in their 
workflow, or if the compartment would be arranged once and left that way. 

3. Existing Designs

Finally, a re-design in London as part of a large collaboration between the Helen 
Hamlyn Centre for Design, the Department of Vehicle Design at the Royal College of 
Art, the London Ambulance Service, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust, and the 
University of the West of England, Bristol was developed, using thorough research 
and post-testing with users to arrive at their conclusions. Over several years and a 
deep dive into the emergence call rates, types, and response structure of London, 
and two research publications of the EMS system, the collaborative team came 
up with several design solutions to incorporate in their complete-redesign. This 
complete, comprehensive design addressed hygiene, equipment, communication, 
and the patient experience. They approached the problem with the Franco German 
philosophy; developing an ambulance suited for delivering care out in the community 
rather than in the hospital, with the aim to reduce cost and resources wasted in 
unnecessary ambulance trips (Helen, 2011; Barr “trauma”, 2012). 

The first area they addressed was hygiene and cleanliness. They achieved this 
by reducing touch points needed to access appropriate equipment for given 
emergencies, and incorporating a hand cleaning station. This decreased the 
incidents of contamination in scenario testing from 6.5 – 2 (Helen, 2011). They 
then updated equipment, created fold-away seating and work surfaces, and 
integrated diagnostic technology into the ambulance hull. They also standardized 
equipment across ambulance interiors; this modular design eliminated redundant 
and unnecessary equipment such as personal Jump Kits, as shown in Figure 3.6. To 
address diagnostics, they added a communication station which could connect with 
remote specialists and also interface with consolidated patient records to forward 
to receiving hospitals. To address medic and patient experience, they positioned the 
stretcher in the center of the ambulance, providing 360 degree access. Finally, they 
addressed lighting and monitor placement to achieve a less threatening atmosphere 
(Helen, 2011). 

Each idea was iterated and tested, and a total of three rounds of scenario testing 
completed. With each test, ideas were measured with a consistent Likert scale, 
and either refined or discarded (Helen, 2011). Their thought process was well 
documented and clear, and the amount of testing and user interviews added validity 
to their designs. It is clear that they listened to the needs of the community and 
adapted the ambulance design to best fit their unique constraints, though it is yet to 
be seen if the changes can be universally adapted.

3. Existing Designs

Figure 3.5: Ferno’s modular storage  
     system at the 2015   
     Conference in Dallas, TX
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3.4 Moving Forward

This review of current solutions serves as a way to gauge what issues others in the 
industry feel are the most important to be solved before pursuing my individualized 
research. Key areas in need of change were highlighted, in particular the mental and 
physical health of EMS workers. Several organizations have examined these issues, 
some developing more successful solutions than others, and all agree that designs 
should be tailored to the community the EMS serves. However, the current landscape 
of EMS is still piecemealed and often still difficult and dangerous for its workers.

With this in mind, I begin my personal investigation into the issue of worker 
safety and wellbeing. In the following chapter, the methodologies of several studies 
I conducted will be discussed. The aim of further investigation is to develop a 
correlation or contradiction between the issues presented in the literature and 
what issues medics in the field now are experiencing. It is clear there exists a need 
for a systemic re-design of the medic experience that takes into consideration their 
priorities as well as the priorities of the manufacturer and legislature.

3. Existing Designs

Figure 3.6: Fold away seating, centered  
     stretcher, and modular   
     equipment storage

3. Existing Designs
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4.  Research Methodology

4.1 Human Centered Design
It is important to address the medics as a part of the research and design process, 
and acknowledge them as expert users, since they are much more intimately 
aware of the space, procedures, and limitations than researchers. Expert users can 
offer insight into their workflow, and help identify problem areas that they have 
either consciously or subconsciously encountered. As has been documented in the 
extensive investigations of the UWE Bristol team (Helen, 2011), problems that users 
helped identify are more likely to be true problems, since they are based off both 
researcher and user experiences, and the solutions to those issues are thus more 
impactful. Users also feel invested in creating the solution, and are more willing 
to adopt the changes they helped develop. This outlook is known as Lead User 
Innovation, and is a subset of Human centered design. Human Centered design, as an 
approach to design research, has historically been methodology used by fields such as 
anthropology, engineering, and ergonomics. This method of design also ensures that 
observations done by the researcher/designer are accurately understood and, in the 
solutions development stage, used properly (Sanders, Chan, 2006). 

Because of the specific nature of EMS systems based on geography and culture, 
the structure of the research was a Multi-phase, Mixed Methods Comparative 
Case Study. The research used a transformative framework by giving voice to the 
respondents, representing them accurately, and discovering and acknowledging 
how the respondents’ views of their experiences correlated or differed with the 
observations made by the researching third party. The comparative case study format 
provides concentrated, in depth observations across available EMS systems and 
is useful for identifying differences or correlations between EMS groups, between 
individuals, or with the same individual across several types of calls and conditions. 
The goal of this study is to identify important threats to EMS workers, both in fresh 
observation and to confirm or contradict the findings of similar studies (Biesbroek, 
Teteris, 2012) in a way that can be generalized and applied to a designed solution.
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Lead User Innovation, according to Sanders & Chan, is a method that exists at the 
cross section of participatory and human centered design, as illustrated in Figure 
4.1 (2006). The key difference between these two mindsets is that User centered 
design identifies problems and develops solutions for users as the subject, while 
participatory design develops understanding of problems and solutions with users 
as co-creators. Lead User innovation is within the philosophies of UCD: though 
participatory in nature, it puts bounds on participation by only acknowledging 
a small subset of users as qualified to provide input- this group is known as the 
expert user (Sanders, Chan 2006). Though this is a disadvantage when developing 
solutions for the general populace, it is extremely useful for designing within 
specialized industries, such as EMS. For this study, medics are qualified as expert 
users, though special emphasis is placed on manufacturers and EMS administrative 
staff as key stakeholders.

4. Research Methodology 4. Research Methodology

Figure 4.1: Emerging Trends in Design 
Research (Sanders, Chan 2006)

4.2 Methods
The methods in this study were both qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative 
data was recorded in the form of researcher observations and semi-structured 
interviews. Documentation included field notes and workload scales (Figure 4.2). 
Qualitative data were obtained alongside quantitative measures of physiological 
stress, visual documentation of equipment, environment, and timeframes in which 
tasks were performed. The purpose of collecting both quantitative and qualitative 
documentation was to develop a correlative story of researcher-observed obstacles 
and medics’ behavior toward those problems, as well as their physiological stress-
response to those obstacles. For example, a medic might not look stressed during a 
task, but a spike in heart rate might indicate their internal struggle. The NASA Task 
Load index was also used to assess what aspects of the tasks being performed were 
eliciting responses in EMS workers; such as if problems were physical or mental 
in nature, or if it was impeding time constraints or perceived effort that resulted in 
rising frustration levels.

Figure 4.2: Qualitative and Quantitative  
     measurement tools
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Participants were selected from a pool of EMS groups with an established ride-
along/observer program across 5 locations within central and eastern Texas. 
These EMS groups were both metro and rural, municipal and private, deliberately 
selected for cross-comparison. Efforts were made to ride with both municipal rural 
and urban, and privately run rural and urban. Recruitment letters were sent to the 
organizations outlining the purpose of the study, and confirmation of participation 
and scheduling were done via email. Participants were selected based on their 
correlation of shifts to available observation time slots. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the timeline breakdown of each ride-along shift. In total, 
5 EMS groups participated, and 12 participants were shadowed (see Table 4.1). 
All medics observed were Paramedic-level with one advanced EMT completing 
their Paramedic training. 2 participants were shadowed for a full 24 hour shift, 
2 for a full 16 hour shift, 2 participants were observed for their full 14 hour shifts, 
and 6 participants were shadowed for their full 12 hour shifts. The mean level of 
experience and the mean age of the paramedics observed was 10.5 years and mid 
30s, respectively.

4. Research Methodology

6:00 6:008:00 12:0010:00 4:002:00 6:00 8:00 12:0010:00 4:002:00
Shift 1

7:00 7:008:00 10:009:00 1:00 2:00 4:003:00 6:005:0012:0011:00 8:00 9:00
Shift 2

7:00 7:008:00 10:009:00 1:00 2:00 4:003:00 6:005:0012:0011:00
Shift 3

8:00 7:009:00 11:0010:00 1:00 2:00 4:003:00 6:005:00 12:0012:00 8:00 9:00 11:0010:00
Shift 4

6:00 6:008:00 12:0010:00 4:002:00 6:00 8:00 12:0010:00 4:002:00

Shift Change Maintenance and Re-stock Scheduled Breaks Active Calls Instances of Gridlocked Tra�c

Shift 5

Shift Change

Maintenance and Re-stock

Scheduled Breaks

Active Calls

Instances of Gridlocked Traffi c

Visual Break-Down of Timelines during Ride Along Shifts

Medic Sex Height Weight 
(pounds)

Age Experience (years) Observation time 
(hours)

1 M 6’ - late 40s 20 24

2 M 5’9” - mid 20s 5 24

3 M 5’10” - mid 20s 6 24

4 F 5’2” 200 mid 40s 15 14

5 F 5’6” 150 mid 40s 10 14

6 M 6’1” 230 late 30s 15 12

7 M 6’ 200 late 30s 15 12

8 M 5’10” - late 40s 15 16

9 M 6’2” - early 20s 6 16

10 M 5’9” - mid 30s 5 24

11 M 6’1” - late 30s 11 24

12 F 5’3” 120 mid 20s 5 24

4. Research Methodology

Figure 4.3: (top) Visual breakdown of 
Each Ride-Along Shift

Table 4.1: Medic Demographic Data of sample for the study
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4.3 Study 1: Observational Study

The objective of the first study was to determine when and how medics 
experience threats to their wellbeing (both physically and mentally), and where 
the causes of that detriment originates. Three areas were focused on: equipment, 
tasks, and environment. For example, were the most critical threats occurring 
inside or outside of the patient compartment? Did the medics’ current practices 
create adverse outcomes that aligned with the findings of Maguire et. al’s? 

Formal interviews and observational data, including documentation of equipment 
used and ambulance layout, were taken. Quantitative data about individual calls 
and TLX forms were recorded and photographed for later reference. In some 
instances, the time it took to complete a task was recorded. EMS workers’ heart 
rates were monitored with a Polaris H7 heart rate monitor worn underneath the 
uniform around the ribcage. Heart rate data was only collected for one medic per 
shift: the one that would spend the most time in the back of the ambulance with 
the patient while en-route. A total of 4 participants agreed to wear the heart rate 
monitor, others were excluded because of existing heart conditions or the use 
of beta blockers. Some data had to be excluded because of inadequate pairing 
between the monitoring hardware devices.

My general methodology involved a pre-shift outline of what the research would 
entail. Participants read through how the TLX works, put on the heart rate 
monitor and base-rate was collected (resting), and were able to ask questions 
about any part of the process. A semi-structured interview was then conducted; 
interview questions included their experience in the field, frequency of types of 
calls taken, personal preference of equipment and tasks, main points of stress/
frustration in their daily work, and perceived positives/negatives of their job. 
Observations and note taking began the moment a call was received, and started 
with the time of day, nature of call, and length of time it took to get on-scene as 
well as a brief description of the scene and number of people involved (Example 
sheets can be found in Appendix A). Task details such as time taken to complete 
a task, number of people involved in the task, or number of attempts at a task, 
such as starting an IV or moving a patient from the stretcher to the hospital bed, 
were taken on a separate dry erase sheet. The information collected was based 
on its relevancy to the task, as shown in Table 4.2. Once a call was complete and 
the team had returned to their station, medics completed workload scales on dry 
erase sheets for each individual task they performed during the call.

4.3.1 Methods

4. Research Methodology

Task Type 
(n=instances)

# of 
attempts

Duration 
(min)

# of 
people 

involved

Success 
rate (%)

Notes

IV Start (n=7) M: 2.43 
SD: 2.44

N/A N/A 66%

Veins were 
inaccessible in some 
patients due to 
being “rock hard” or 
in states of severe 
dehydration

Moving patient 
on/off stretcher 
(n=5)

N/A M: 1:40 
SD: 2:00

M: 3 
SD: 1.14

100%

Some patients were 
combative, or obese, 
and small bedrooms 
or crowded living 
rooms made it 
difficult to maneuver

4. Research Methodology

To evaluate the performance and experiences the medics had during individual 
task conditions, the NASA Task Load Index was used. The NASA “TLX” was 
chosen over other workload scales based on its simplified measurement areas: 6 
factors, (mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, and 
effort) in contrast to 10 measurements in the Bedford Scale. The TLX scale also 
took a shorter time to complete than other workload scales, which was important 
for my field research being as unobtrusive as possible. 

The medics filled out a separate dry erase TLX sheet for each task performed 
during each call. Each sheet was prepared for later organization by writing call 
number, task, date, and initials of which paramedic filled out the form. They were 
documented by picture before being wiped clean for the next call. After each shift, 
all TLX scores were entered into a spreadsheet. Anonymized demographic data 
was included in the spreadsheet. This data included sex, general weight (rounded 
to the nearest 10), height, and age documented as “early, mid, late” decade. 
The purpose of including this data was to help offer insight between possible 
variance in TLX responses, as seen in Figure 4.4. The difference illustrated here 
is a 5’2”, 250 lb female medic in her mid 40s reporting more physical difficulty 
and effort with manual loading of a stretcher than a 6’ male medic in his mid 20s. 
This difference is important when assessing the standard deviation of the data 
collected, and where the true, solvable issues lie. 

Table 4.2: Examples of relevant information taken for task types
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A total of 28 calls were observed, yielding 116 TLX sheets for 30 types of tasks 
that are thus presented in Table 4.3. The weighting portion of the TLX procedure 
was discarded for this study based on current conventional practices, as similar 
validity for workload can be obtained without the weighting step. Instead the TLX 
ratings from various instances of the same tasks were averaged to ascertain overall 
workload. This method is also known as Raw TLX (RTLX) and is also shown to 
save time in the process (Hart, 2006).

4. Research Methodology

Figure 4.4: Comparison of Individual 
TLX Scores for different individuals for 

the same task type, with female medic 
on Left and male medic on Right. 

Finally, personal interviews were conducted throughout the day relating to 
situations observed. A brief closing interview of final thoughts was conducted with 
the medics at the end of the shift and observational period, and medics were offered 
the opportunity to reaffirm their willingness or declination for follow-up questions.

Task type Mental 
Demand

Physical 
Demand

Temporal 
Demand

Performance Effort Frustration Raw TLX 
Score

Apply leads M: 51.67 
SD: 40.41

30 
31.22

68.33 
42.52

11.67 
5.77

38.33 
20.21

23.33 
31.75

37.22 
10.55

Assessment 31.07 
27.61

17.86 
21.64

30.71 
35.62

23.21 
20.06

22.5 
16.61

21.43 
15.62

24.46 
16.6

Bandaging/splinting 30 
0

5 
0

100 
0

10 
0

25 
0

10 
0

30 
0

Blood sugar 5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

Breathing Treatment 10 
7.07

5 
0

40 
35.36

17.5 
3.54

22.5 
17.68

7.5 
3.54

17.08 
7.66

C spine 
immobilization

50 
0

25 
0

100 
0

20 
0

10 
0

10 
0

35.83 
0

Cardiac monitor 6.88 
3.72

7.5 
4.63

18.13 
21.54

21.25 
16.85

13.75 
14.82

12.5 
13.09

13.33 
8.02

Communication 50 
49.5

12.5 
10.61

55 
56.57

17.5 
3.54

50 
56.57

15 
7.07

33.33 
30.64

Driving 38.89 
31.6

14.44 
15.9

35 
36.74

10 
9.68

16.11 
11.93

15 
11.73

21.57 
15.61

Extricate 73.33 
5.77

85 
5

83.33 
5.77

11.67 
7.64

83.33 
2.89

25 
13.23

60.28 
1.27

Gathering meds 5 
0

10 
0

10 
0

15 
0

10 
0

5 
0

9.17 
0

Getting information 35 
34.73

5 
0

32 
34.01

24.44 
22

29.44 
32.92

20.56 
18.95

24.44 
21.3

Give 02 8.75 
4.79

6.25 
2.5

21.25 
4.79

8.75 
4.79

23.75 
21.36

21.25 
22.87

15 
6.77

IV Start. 30 
21.6

17.86 
19.97

30.71 
29.5

55.71 
43.63

38.57 
35.56

36.43 
24.78

34.88 
18.63

Logging info writing 
reports

33.33 
26.01

14.17 
3.76

22.5 
6.12

14.17 
7.36

27.5 
15.41

34.17 
30.24

24.31 
11.47

Med administration 24 
12.94

7 
4.47

38 
34.75

9 
8.2

13 
10.37

7 
4.47

16.33 
7.51

Nitro 45 
0

10 
0

70 
0

15 
0

50 
0

15 
0

34.17 
0

Patient contact 17.5 
21.79

6.25 
2.5

18.75 
20.97

16.25 
4.79

15 
9.13

20 
17.8

15.63 
11.43

Patient on/off 
stretcher

17.78 
13.79

47.78 
31.14

23.33 
18.37

8.33 
5.59

36.11 
30.08

20 
21.07

25.56 
17.53

Put car seat 43.75 
28.98

48.75 
7.5

32.5 
24.66

36.25 
31.46

67.5 
24.66

72.5 
29.01

50.21 
12.68

Staging 5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

5 
0

Temp 5 
0

7.25 
3.54

10 
7.07

7.5 
3.54

7.5 
3.54

7.5 
3.54

7.5 
3.54

Turn patient hospital 21.67 
27.14

10 
6.35

24.17 
20.1

10 
7.75

20 
21.91

14.17 
10.21

16.67 
12.57

Vitals 16.67 
2.89

11.67 
7.64

43.33 
27.54

8.33 
5.77

26.67 
12.58

15 
5

20.28 
7.56

4. Research Methodology

Table 4.3: TLX Results (mean TOP and standard deviation BOTTOM) for grouped task types.
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The purpose of using the heart rate monitor alongside the TLX scales and 
observations was to provide a quantitative component to the research. The 
intent was to determine if a medic’s physiological signs of stress correlated with 
what was observed. For example, a medic might look calm and collected to the 
researcher while performing an intricate task, but their heart rate might indicate 
that they were experiencing stress or strain. 

However, using the heart rate monitor ran into several complications. Firstly, the 
number of medics from the original observation pool that qualified for wearing 
a heart monitor was small. Some medics were excluded because of pre-existing 
heart conditions or the use of beta blockers. Occasionally, failure in bluetooth 
pairing resulted in incomplete data sets. The remaining complete data offered 
no clear correlation between shifts, tasks, and heart rate, as seen in Figure 4.5. 
In this example, jumps in heart rate occur sporadically, and do not fall within 
the boundaries of particular calls, such as 3:00 PM, where a spike in heart rate 
correlated with nothing, and times when heart rate might have been expected to 
jump, such as the call occurring from 12:40 -1:00. In this instance, initial patient 
contact involved a knife and a patient with an altered mental state. 

However, the TLX scales proved much more useful. As shown in Table 4.3, 
the task of extraction was the most physically and mentally demanding for 
the paramedics, and thus had the highest “effort” score. In this instance, the 
extraction process from the crashed car happened in the mud down a steep ditch, 
and the patients were elderly and already fragile from chemotherapy, so care and 
strategy were paramount.

4.3.2 Study 1 Discussion

Following extraction, applying leads, communication, and c-spine immobilization all 
came close in their median ratings for mental demand, but their standard deviation 
varied wildly. The situation in which these tasks were performed contributed 
to this, for the calls that these tasks were performed in ranged from mundane to 
high-intensity, which affected the TLX score. This is evident by the corresponding 
temporal ratings. For example, the C-spine immobilization and application of leads 
rated highly in mental demand when there was a high temporal demand score, 
therefore it can be hypothesized that the rushed nature of the task added pressure to 
the mental strain. 

Additional highly rated temporal tasks involved incidents that related to trauma, 
particularly car crashes and auto-pedestrian incidents. In these instances, the medics 
deferred to the Scoop and Run method of treatment, and often performed most of 
their care while en-route to the hospital. Communication also had a high correlation 
with temporal score. Follow-up with the medics revealed that in instances with 
multiple patients that were being handled by multiple teams, coordination and 
organization in a timely fashion was key, but often not achieved. In these situations, 
effort and temporal demand scored highly because the medics felt out of control of 
the situation. For example, having to wait for help to arrive, and not being able to 
be en-route to the hospital quickly drove up their time crunch, and it took a lot of 
mental effort to organize the handling of patients quickly once support arrived.

7:00 7:008:00 10:009:00 1:00 2:00 4:003:00 6:005:0012:0011:00

60

80

100

120

Figure 4.5: Heart rate data with 
corresponding shift from Figure 4.3.
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The “worst” rated performance was seen with IV tasks, particularly initial 
insertion. In follow up interviews with medics that rated this task highly, it was 
discovered that the high scores were due to the large percentage of failed attempts 
at tapping a vein. The high amount of stress this failure rate caused was usually 
correlated with a time crunch the medic was experiencing to get fluids back into 
the patient quickly after trauma, as seen by the corresponding temporal demand 
scores. 

Finally, the highest level of frustration was reported when medics were dealing 
with the car seat, which also had high effort and physical demand. When asked 
to explain their ratings it was clear that this issue was a definite product design 
usability failure, as the car seat was hard to set up, attach to the stretcher securely, 
and put away after the shift was done. IV insertion followed with the second 
highest rating, again because of perceived failure rate.

Overall it was clear that time restrictions and overall organization on -scene and 
policy-wide were the biggest factors that impacted TLX scores. However, a glaring 
issue that was not captured in the TLX scores tied closely to an issue presented 
in the literature, which was the high rate of medic fatalities. It was observed that, 
of the 12 medics observed, 11 did not wear or attempt to wear their seatbelt in the 
back of the ambulance while with a patient. Their tasks and behaviors directly 
correlated with the issue, and in interviews many cited the difficulty in doing their 
job effectively while being buckled in as the reason why they did not. To identify 
what it was about seatbelts that made their job difficult, or what about their 
job made it “impossible” to comply with safety standards, I constructed a post-
ride along survey that was issued to my medics, and the larger EMS community 
thereafter.

4. Research Methodology

4.4 Study 2: User Survey

The goal of the second study was aimed at identifying the reasoning behind medics’ 
decisions not to wear seatbelts, and identify the issues in the patient compartment 
that made it difficult for tasks to be completed while being buckled in. A survey was 
constructed and distributed via email to the EMS companies that were originally 
selected for ride-alongs, as well as made available to medics who were not a part 
of the original sample pool. It started with and affirmation or rejection of the tasks 
that made restraint-wearing particularly difficult that were identified in stage 1, 
(CPR, intubation, Supplies retrieval, restraining patients, and defibrillation) as seen 
in Table 4.4, and then gave an opportunity for elaboration or to add to the original 
compiled list. In total, 103 medics completed the survey. A complete list of questions 
asked can be found in Appendix B. 

Table 4.5 includes a list of all the tasks that medics reported could not be done while 
staying seated and buckled in. Table 4.6 concludes with an open-ended question 
asking the medics to explain what it was about these tasks that made it difficult for 
them to stay seated and buckled in. The medics responses were analyzed and tallied, 
grouped into 8 distinct categories that developed over the course of analysis.

4.4.1 Methods

4. Research Methodology

Answer Options Response Percent Response Count
Intubation 89.30% 92
CPR 97.10% 100
Supplies Retrieval 89.30% 92
Defibrillation 43.70% 45
Restraining patients 89.30% 92

Table 4.4: Percentage of medics that agreed with the following list of tasks that 
could not be performed while seated and buckled in.
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As shown in Table 4.4, CPR rated the highest among tasks that could not be done 
sitting by far, with 97% of the vote. It was followed closely by intubation, restraining 
patients, and supplies retrieval. Only 43% of medics agreed that defibrillation could 
not be done unless standing. Of the tasks that were self-reported, starting an IV and 
examining and adjusting the patient were ranked the highest.

Tasks Vote
CPR 100

Intubation 92

Supplies retrieval 92

Restraining patients 92

Defibrillation 45

Setting up an IV 40

Examining patient 18

Repositioning the patient 17

Medication administration 11

Airway suction 9

Splinting/bleeding management 9

O2 administration 8

Communicating with driver 6

Taking manual blood pressure 5

Seeing monitor 5

I/O 4

Leaning into hear patient 4

More than 1 patient 3

CPR 2

Heimlich maneuver 2

Adjust temp of ambulance 2

Child birth 1

Plug tablet into charger 1

Issue with task vote
Reach 63

Positioning (angle) 28

Leverage 26

Ill-timed auto-locking seatbelt 18

Hearing 3

View 1

Lack of convenient space 3

Table 4.6: Specific aspects of staying seated/buckled that hinders tasks

Table 4.5: Tasks that cannot be done from a sitting, restrained position

Given the reasoning that many medics cited behind why they did not buckle up, it 
is clear that much of the blame lies within the tasks themselves. For example, CPR 
cannot be done without the proper positioning and leverage. This is something to 
think about when re-examining the design solutions that are on the market now, 
which focus solely on the issues of reach and supplies retrieval, and viewing the 
monitor. 

It is evident that medics make the care of their patient a priority over their own 
safety in the back of the ambulance. Moving forward, I will consider ways of 
keeping medics safe that accommodate for the diverse reasons medics need to stand, 
or crouch, or lean. My aim moving forward is to work with medics established 
workflows and develop a solution that does not involve staying seated and buckled 
in since it is evident they will not, and with several tasks cannot, do that anyway.

4.4.2 Results and Discussion
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5.  Design Methods

5.1 Human Centered Approach
Within the solutions space, it is important to continue to address the medics as 
expert users in the design process, since they can offer insight into what might 
succeed or fail in their workflow. As it has been documented in the extensive 
investigations of the UWE Bristol team (Helen, 2011), a solution that users helped 
build is much more likely to be adopted since it ensured that it met their needs. Lead 
User Innovation will continue to be the main human centered approach moving 
forward.

Several human centered design tools were used in the development and discussion of 
the solution space. Developed by the LUMA Institute for Human Centered Design, 
they were selected from the LUMA System of Innovating for People methods index 
(2012). This index categorizes the tools into three stages of Human Centered design 
development: Looking, Understanding, and Making. These modalities are meant to 
be mixed and matched to maximize design development. The design tools chosen for 
this stage of development were as follows:

1. Thumbnail Sketching: a series of small drawings used to quickly 
explore a variety of ideas.

2. Affinity Clustering: A graphic technique for sorting ideas based 
on similarity.

3. Importance/Difficulty Matrix: a way of plotting items based on 
relative importance and difficulty. Within EMS, this morphed into 
high-use vs high-need items. 

4. Critique: a forum for people to give and receive constructive 
feedback on design developments.

5. “Rough and Ready” prototyping: rapidly built, low fidelity 
model of an idea that approximates appearance and behavior. 

6. Visualize the Vote: a quick poll of collaborators to reveal 
preferences and opinions.

7. Storyboarding: a series of images showing the important take 
aways of a scenario.

(LUMA Institute, 2012)
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Medics who filled out the seatbelt survey also provided input on their priorities 
and needs when evaluating a potential solution. Table 5.1 compiles 107 medic 
replies from both the survey and personal interviews on elements of a design 
solution they believe would either work for them or fail, and what they would like 
to see prioritized. 

5.2 Constructing the Solution Space

Features to Include Features to Avoid

Easy and quick retrieval of supplies The floor as an opportunity space

Freedom of movement Connection points that rattle/are not secure

Minimal crevices for blood Plastic buckles

Comfortable One-size-fits all solutions

Lightweight and breathable (if worn) Anchors to non-structural members

Easy to clean Protrusions that can impale

Easy to use and learn; simple Restricting movement

Durable Solutions that take up valuable space

Able to be used in different ways Solutions that require many extra steps

Still usable if a part breaks

Professional in appearance

Table 5.1: medics reported prioritization of features

With the conclusions from the survey in mind, I set out to define my parameters 
with which to design around. The myriad of reasons that medics reported for 
not buckling up all involved different goals, so an aim of this scenario building 
exercise was to exemplify that, and emphasize that any solution chosen must be 
flexible enough to accommodate most if not all. Figure 5.1 illustrates a storyboard 
workflow similar to what was observed in Study 1.  The scenario was assembled 
based on ride-along observations and workflow discussions with medics. In this 
storyboard outlining the problem, the medic must quickly and effectively treat her 
patient using existing solutions and procedures, most of which are not synonymous 
with sitting, buckled positions. The medic’s main priority is treating the patient in 
the patient compartment while en route to the hospital. Much like the introduction 
scenario, her tasks involve reaching, positioning, and adjusting; however when the 
event of the crash occurs the free-movement approach that allowed her to do her 
job now becomes the reason for her injury.

5. Design Methods

Here we see the current layout of the patient compartment of a standard Type III Emergency 
Ambulance.

Figure 5.1: Crash Scenario illustrating 
current issues

In the event of a critical emergency, once the patient gurney is secured in place the medic begins 
assessment. This often includes leaning over and standing to access all parts of the patient. 
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The medic must also stand to reach overhead storage and 
to anchor the IV drip. 

When she is seated, she is briefly perched towards the front 
of the seat and does not bother buckling up.

Figure 5.1: Crash Scenario illustrating 
current issues

When she sits in the captains chair at the head of the 
patient compartment, the wires of the cardiac monitor 
cross her path. She must be careful not to snag herself on 
them. She must also be careful not to trip on them as she 
moves around the space.

As the ambulance crosses the 
intersection at about 35 miles an hour, it 

is side-swiped by a car that did not see 
or hear the ambulance coming. 

The results of this crash can generate an average 
of 2.5 tons of force exerted upon the passengers 

(Nave, 2012). 

5. Design Methods 5. Design Methods
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Figure 5.1: Crash Scenario illustrating 
current issues

Without any restraints 
the medic is flung across 
the patient compartment 
upon impact. She may be 
experiencing up to 12 tons of 
force (Nave, 2012).

Other hazards in the patient compartment include ill 
placed overhead storage that poses a threat of head 
injury, and the 30 lb unrestrained cardiac monitor, which 
poses a projectile threat.

The medic will likely suffer a concussion, as well as neck, 
hip, and spine injuries (Busch, 2014; Green, 2014).

Using this scenario as the design space, ideation and concept development began 
First, the LUMA institute’s method of thumbnail sketching was implemented. 
A selection of 13 medics that agreed post-survey to participate in feedback and 
provided contact information were reached out to for further discussion. Four 
medics were able to participate in concept review using LUMA’s critique method, 
and helped provide direction toward the final outcome. Though the sample size was 
small, feedback was consistent with previous sentiment expressed in surveys and 
interviews during ride alongs. 

Feedback was structured using several of LUMA’s outlined tools: A mocked up 
“rough and ready” prototyped space representing the patient compartment was 
constructed and used as a visualization tool during discussions of tasks and concepts 
(figure 5.2). A wall of ideated concepts separated into Affinity Clusters  as also 
available for review, and medics were able to provide feedback using the Visualize 
the Vote method (figure 5.3). The concepts ranged from “practical” to “wishful 
thinking”, and were grouped into five issues presented in the scenario. First were 
ideas that fell into the category of “stability” in the patient compartment: it was 
revealed in medic interviews that even in the absence of a crash, medics were still 
rocked and staggered from pot holes, turns, yields, and speed bumps, so solutions 
that helped steady the medic overall as well as keep them safe in a crash were 
explored. The second group focused primarily on safety, and addressed alternative 
ways of seating, integration of new technology, and flexible seatbelt systems. Both 
categories were subdivided into “on person” and “environment” based on where 
the concepts took place. Finally, a miscellaneous section was grouped based on  
solutions to tangential sensory reasons for medics’ standing behavior such as needing 
to hear, view important information on screens, or communicate with the driver. A 
closer look at these categories can be viewed in Appendix C.

Figure 5.2: “Rough and Ready” mockup of patient compartment 
Figure 5.3: Ideation wall of categorized concepts.
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To narrow down the wide breadth of ideas, further framing of the solution space 
was done. These decisions were based on medics’ expert opinions on practicality 
and usefulness. Firstly, EMS equipment such as stretchers and cardiac monitors 
vary widely company to company- and to an extent model-to-model within the 
same company. Therefore, it is very difficult to develop a universal aftermarket 
solution that could be used with, for example, both Ferno and Stryker branded 
equipment. Therefore, the decision was made to avoid the need to retrofit any 
existing medical devices that are not a part of the initial ambulance manufacturing 
process. This eliminated much of the miscellaneous category that dealt with mass 
integration of EMS tools. Seating was also discarded, seeing as the opportunity 
space was saturated with options already, and were being used.

Taking another look at the ambulance manufacturing process, it was decided 
by manufacturers and designers to take ideas that altered the truck chassis off 
the table as an opportunity space. The reason being that these are existing truck 
chassis, often Ford or Chevy, that are sourced and brought into the ambulance 
manufacturing process as existing components. However, not all sourced 
components were discarded. It was concluded that much of the rest of the 
manufactured elements of the ambulance qualified for further exploration, and that 
was where further ideation was directed. Focus was also narrowed to designs for a 
type III ambulance, which was the most favored setup by medics in interviews, and 
held the most workflow-friendly space: access on both sides of the patient.

The focus on an overhead orientation for potential solutions was reached quickly 
after discussions with medics and manufacturers about opportunity spaces within 
the patient compartment that would or would not impact user workflow and 
cleanliness standards. Eliminating ideas that dealt with the floor was a quick 
processes, given that it is often littered with trash and blood by the end of an 
intensive call, and it must be kept smooth with minimal difficult cleaning areas and 
seams. Though the walls were an option, the decision to keep with conventional 
standards by not adhering safety equipment such as seat belts to the walls. 
Currently, this reason is due to the construction of the ambulance: The side walls 
are affixed sheet metal, that has been known to shear off in the event of a side-to-
side collision, as exhibited in Figure 5.5. 

Finally, the ceiling was reported as being appealing to medics because it also 
spanned the entire space that a medic would need to move: around to both sides 
of the patient, without worrying that restraints would overlap the work area, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.4.

5.3 Boundaries

Figure 5.4: Orientation suggestions for patient constraints

X

X

5. Design Methods
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5. Design Methods 5. Design Methods

Figure 5.5: Example of shearing walls in a side-
swipe accident (Prince George Fire Department)

Though not a solution space in the three dimensional sense of the word, when 
reviewing concepts, a discussion about the level of detail in design was raised. 
Medic sentiment was a rejection of concepts involving color coded storage items 
based on task type, or attempts to classify and organize supplies around the patient 
compartment. Medics expressed skepticism toward the success of a system that 
dictated too specifically their workflow, citing the variance of patient compartment 
layouts company to company and in some cases, unit-to-unit. One medic who had 
since taken on an administrative position in his company agreed that the solution 
was too constricting, and came close to a one-size-fits-all constraint. 

5.4 Direction

Thus it was decided that an overhead solution would be the best method to unify 
medics’ needs with practical manufacturing methods and safety goals. However, 
the “environmental” nature of this solution could not exist on its own. In order to 
create a viable solution, a holistic, systems approach needed to be taken, which 
meant addressing how the overhead system interfaced with the medic to keep 
them safe. This brought the focus to the “on person” category, and which concepts 
would best fit with the overhead component. This category was parsed down base 
don the criteria provided from the survey: the solution needed to be lightweight 
and breathable, not an extra, cumbersome thing to put on (and thus add to their 
workload). With the relationship between the on-person and in-environment 
components established, a solution was starting to form.
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6. Proposed Solution

As a result of user feedback and an examination of manufacturing space, a two part 
system was developed. This system consists of a seat belt sub assembly outfitted 
into the patient compartment, and a corresponding revised medic uniform, which 
can be seen together in context in Figure 6.1. The sub assembly, taking advantage of 
opportunity space in the ceiling of the compartment, could be retrofitted during a 
remount or integrated into the current manufacturing system. It consists of a seat 
belt spool, the linear track it slides on, and a U shaped rail positioned around the 
patient stretcher that the intermediate track may follow to provide the hooked-in 
medic access to the patient compartment. 

The corresponding uniform the medic wears incorporates an under-clothes built-
in harness similar to that of a parachute or fall harness. It is incorporated into both 
the pants and shirt to mitigate the steps a medic must take when donning their 
outfit, and is secured into one unit at the waist by a belt. A buckle exposed at the 
back allows the medic to attach themselves to the rail system, and a secondary clip 
at the waist connects the medic to the patient stretcher; operating much like a rock 
climbing lead, it anchors the medic to the ground as a stability measure.

Figure 6.1: Two part solution to medic safety: Overhead 
rail system and corresponding medic uniform.
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6. Proposed Solution

6.1 The Sub Assembly

The approach of the subassembly was reached by examining current manufacturing 
methods. Many parts of an ambulance are sourced, and shipped either pre-fabricated 
or ready to be trimmed and fitted. This approach seemed logical to designers and 
manufacturers for its ease of implementation and the ability for customization and 
retrofitting. The fact that ambulance manufacturing engineers confirmed space 
within the ceiling could be expanded to make room for the rail system was an 
advantage, because that also meant that it would not cut further into the headspace 
of tall medics, and its recessed nature would help prevent opportunities for head 
strike. Figure 6.2 shows the sub-assembly fully integrated into the ceiling. It is able 
to mirror the medic’s footprint while accommodating for wiring and 02 lines that 
are routed down the ceiling’s center console. Figure 6.3 shows the sub assembly as a 
whole before it would be mounted into the frame of the ceiling.

6. Proposed Solution

Movement of the rail system was very important: The system needed to glide 
with the user without too much resistance as they moved around the patient 
compartment to prevent accidental locking response and frustration on the medic’s 
part. To achieve a smooth glide, inspiration was taken from current rail and V-ball 
bearing systems that are built to navigate both curved and linear paths. This system 
uses female v bearings positioned on opposing sides of a middle track. The ball 
bearings on the inner radius of the track are eccentric, which helps adjust positioning 
over a curve (Figure 6.4)(Shue, 2000). 

6.1.1 Movement

Figure 6.2: The rail system integrated into contextual environment 
Figure 6.3: The rail system as it exists as a sub-assembly
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As illustrated in figure 6.5, there are two tracks on either side of the recessed U 
shape within the ceiling. This is for added stability and smooth movement, as well 
as an even distribution of weight. This is also where the mechanisms that allow 
movement of the spool back and forth along the linear track reside. 

The goal for the linear movement was that it should be able to fluidly move back 
and forth on the track in correspondence with the medic’s movement closer to or 
further away from the centralized gurney, however, when movement stops the 
desired outcome was for the spool’s housing to halt as well, and stay where its 
motion ceased. I chose to achieve this by un-tensioned gears and chain arranged as 
a pulley system. The chain would be affixed to the seatbelt spool’s housing, where 
the movement would generate by being pulled along with the medic’s movements, 
and guided through a channel in the linear rail to two equal-sized gears mounted 
above the bearing systems on either end (see figure 6.6). The weight of any 
downward force of the medic’s movements would be absorbed by a series of small 
ball bearings rolling the spool housing through the track, so that the chain did not 
have to sustain much perpendicular force.

Figure 6.4: An example of a V ball bearing system with eccentric 
bearings and center track (Rollon Linear Technology)

Figure 6.5: dual V bearing assemblies and tracks on inner 
and outer profiles of U shaped track system. 
Figure 6.6: linear motion of seatbelt spool housing
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Finally, the extension and retraction movement of the seatbelt spool borrows its 
function from existing seatbelt mechanisms. The seatbelt webbing is attached 
on one end to a retractor mechanism, which consists of a spool and a spring that 
controls the rotation force, or torque (see figure 6.7). As the seatbelt webbing is 
extended, the spring winds counterclockwise, untwisting (Harris, 2002). When 
pulling force is let up on the seat belt webbing, the spring works to return to its 
resting state, retracting the seatbelt to its original length.

6. Proposed Solution6. Proposed Solution

Figure 6.7: Seatbelt retractor spool with 
tensioned spring (Harris, 2002)

While the seatbelt assembly system must be able to move smoothly while the medic 
is in motion, it must also be able to lock instantaneously in the event of turbulence 
or a sudden change in momentum- such as in a crash. To achieve this sensitivity, I 
turned to existing seat belt assemblies that are able to extend and retract smoothly 
with intentional movements, yet have the ability to lock and hold users securely when 
needed. To lock the movement of the seatbelt spool’s housing on the linear track, a 
centrifugal lock is also used. To lock the linear system on its journey around the U 
shaped channel, a spring activated tooth and groove system is utilized.

Locking of the seatbelt spool, to prevent further extension or retraction, is achieved 
by two types of locks fastened to the seatbelt spool: a lock triggered by a shift in the 
vehicle’s momentum, and a lock triggered by sudden centrifugal force generated from 
a rapidly spinning spool (as achieved by a hard yank on the seat belt webbing material 
(Harris, 2002). The central element of the momentum lock (Figure 6.8) is a weighted 
ball bearing resting in a shallowly curved housing. A counter-set, domed pawl sits 
on top of it. Any change in momentum will cause the ball bearing to roll towards the 
edges of its domed container, pushing the pawl upwards and into the toothed ratchet 
gear attached to the spool. Once momentum has leveled out, the ball bearing will roll 
back to its balanced center, lowering the pawl.

6.1.2 Locking

Figure 6.8: seatbelt spool momentum lock

Constant momentum

Change in momentum
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The locking mechanism that responds to the rapid unwinding of the spool is 
activated by centrifugal force. A weighted, toothed lever is mounted to the rotating 
spool, and is held loosely by a small spring. With slow, deliberate movements, there 
is little momentum and the lever stays secure. With rapid rotational movement, 
centrifugal force carries the weighted lever out of the boundary of the spool, to lock 
into a toothed housing (see Figure 6.9).

A common third locking element that is seen in conventional seatbelts is the 
pistoner, which is a mechanism that pulls in on the belt, retracting it further 
in the event of a crash and hugging a passenger tight to the seat. This is often 
accomplished by pyrotechnics, and is triggered by a solenoid or electronic 
motion sensor much like an airbag (Harris, 2002). However, a deliberate decision 
was made to exclude this third system from the overhead mounted seatbelt 
configuration, because in the event of a crash, there is no seat for the medic to be 
hugged against, and it would just result in the medic being jerked upwards, which 
might cause more detriment than aid.

This centrifugal lock is also incorporated into the linear movement system. A 
centrifugal lever and its corresponding housing is attached to the gears that guide 
the linear movement of the seatbelt housing itself. If the housing is made to slide 
too rapidly, as if, for instance, someone fell backwards, the centrifugal lock would 
catch the gear and chain and hold everything in place (Figure 6.10).

6. Proposed Solution6. Proposed Solution

Figure 6.9: Centrifugal lock on seatbelt spool 
mechanism (Left: unlocked; Right: Locked)

Lastly, the linear rail component must lock, as a whole, on its journey around the U 
shaped channel in the event of a momentum differential such as a crash. To do this, 
a simple spring-tensioned tooth and channel system is used. In its uninterrupted 
state, the rail system is held off the v ball bearing systems that guide it around the 
track by three springs. If enough force is applied downwards, such as if the medic 
is no longer supporting their own weight, then the springs will compress, bringing 
teeth cast into the housing down, through a window in the bearing plate, to grip 
into grooves set in the rail system (see Figure 6.11). This, along with the clamping 
force of the linear rail on the U shaped track, holds the medic in place in the event 
they are knocked off their feet.

Figure 6.10: centrifugal lock on linear movement mechanism  
Figure 6.11: Linear track locking into the U shaped channel via 
teeth and grooves
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6.2 Seatbelt Webbing Decisions

Safety thresholds for webbing material, such as breaking strength and resistance 
to abrasion, were based on existing standards for seat belts within the driver’s 
compartment of the ambulance specified by Standard No. 209; Seat Belt Assemblies 
(1979). In these standards, a “type II” seat belt assembly (classified as a lap and over-
the-shoulder combination restraint typically seen in driver and passenger side seat 
assemblies) must withstand 22,241 Newtons (6000 lbs) of force, and shall stretch no 
more than 30% when subjected to 11,120 N of force. When exposed to abrasion, the 
breaking strength should be no less than 75% of original strength, and when exposed 
to light degradation, shall be reduced no less than 60% of its original strength (49 
CFR, 1979).

To ensure the strength of the system would withstand these specifications, 
exploration into seatbelt materials and their load properties was done. 
Conventionally, seat belts are made of Nylon or Polyester, and come in varying 
breaking strengths. After a comparison between the two (see Table 6.1) polyester 
was chosen for its water resistance, machine washability, and ability to withstand 
harsh cleaning chemicals that it might be exposed to in the patient compartment. 

Because overhead storage space was removed to make room for the rail system, 
an effort had to be made to ensure there was no significant loss of compartment 
storage space. To do so, rough estimates of inside and outside storage volumes 
were taken from a traditional patient compartment configuration with overhead 
storage, and placed in an optional layout within the updated environment (Figure 
6.12) most of the overhead storage was able to be recouped with the addition of 
drawers under the counters on the left hand side of the patient compartment. Large 
storage spaces meant to hold hard-to-accommodate items such as backboards and 
stair chairs were not moved. 

6.1.3 Secondary Environment Issues

6. Proposed Solution6. Proposed Solution
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Table 6.1: Comparison of Nylon vs Polyester material properties 
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The breaking strength of polyester had to be considered when choosing webbing 
widths for various parts of the harness and seatbelt connections. Table 6.2 is a 
categorization of widths and their strengths by webbing manufacturer Strapworks. 

6. Proposed Solution6. Proposed Solution

Several of the thicknesses fell below the threshold of 6000 lbs, however it must 
be noted that the straps would not be working alone, but in a system that helped 
disperse weight. Thus, force-load equations were checked to determine load 
distribution of the seatbelt to harness, based on angles of connection (see Figure 
6.13). Given the angle created from the cross section of the harness across the back, 
and the angle at which the seat belt webbing attaches to the harness, even though 
a single piece of webbing from the chart does not pass breaking strength standards, 
the cross section of two pieces distributes the load into four quadrants, each only 
needing to withstand a maximum of 3549 lbs of force; well within the limits of the 
material. It was determined that 1.5” would go into the environmental spool, and 1” 
would be integrated into the harness.

Type/Width Thickness Breaking Strength Working Load
1 inch .060 inches 3800 lbs 1250 lbs
1 ½ inch .060 - .065 inches 4800 lbs 1600 lbs
2 inch .060 - .065 inches 6000 lbs 2000 lbs
2” (10K- reinforced) 0.085 – 0.090 

inches
10,000 lbs --

6000 lbs

FF

X Y plane

6000 lbs
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Force Balance
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Figure 6.13: Body Harness Free Body Diagram

6.3 Integrated Harness Uniform

The primary purpose of creating an integrated harness into the medic uniform was 
to minimize potential for users to fail in acting upon safety measures. Though there 
is still a possibility of an ill fitting harness or other user error, the mindset behind 
the incorporation was that if they weren’t forced to “put on something extra”, which 
was on their list of attributes to avoid, then there would be a higher rate of adoption 
and proper follow through. With a harness integrated in the uniform they must wear 
to work anyway, there is less of a chance for medics to “forget to put it on” as an 
extra step in their routine.  However, the strapping must be able to blend in with the 
uniform and maintain a “professional” look- Medics did not want it to look obvious 
that they were wearing a harness.

The inspiration for the harness construction came from existing harnesses that 
fulfilled similar goals. For example, examination of the construction of fall harnesses 
and parachute harnesses helped determine common placement of straps over areas of 
the body, as well as adjustment areas and tried and true stitching patterns known to 
withstand the preset force thresholds (Figure 6.14). The placement of the attachment 
point from the harness to an exterior anchor was borrowed from construction and 
tree-stand harnesses meant for hunting: the overlap of webbing and anchor point 
extend from between the shoulder blades, on a short length of webbing that can 
easily be grabbed and handled by the user (see Figure 6.15). The integrated harness 
would connect to the overhead seatbelt rail system via conventional car seat buckles; 
this ensures familiarity with the mechanism and offers a quick-release button for 
easy exit once the ambulance reaches its destination.

Michael Sargent Quickly belt. Harke Tree Climbing Harness Status Racing Harness

Figure 6.14: stitching patterns used in 
similar harness applications

Table 6.2: Strength of webbing by width
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Figure 6.15: Configuration of existing fall harness 
(Left: Muddy The Top Flight Combo Hunting 

Harness; Right: Kratos Safety work Vest)

There were several aspects of existing harnesses that needed to be changed, 
though. For example, conventional padding methods proved to be too bulky for 
user comfort, and added weight while decreasing perceived breathability of the 
uniform (Figure 6.16). This was partly due to the fact that these harnesses were not 
designed to go beneath clothes. Effort was made to slim down support material 
and explore alternative methods of padding between the harness and the medic. 
Table 6.3 illustrates several thin, impact resistant materials and their properties. 
These thermoplastics were chosen for their Non-Newtonian properties, meaning 
that in a relaxed, unstrained state they are flexible and malleable, but they harden 
when force is applied, dissipating the force of an impact by spreading it across 
a wider surface. This is known as “shear thickening” (Woodford, 2015), and is 
the property behind these aptly named Active Protection Materials. This works 
because the long chain polymers that make up the material exist in a liquid matrix, 
and when subjected to relax movement are able to glide past each other, aiding in 
the materials overall flexibility. However, sudden or forceful movement, such as an 
impact, allows no time for the long chain polymers to disperse, and they wind up 
tangled together creating a hard, solid matrix (Woodford, 2015).

Less bulky adjustment 
and connection points

Thinner padding to reduce 
bulk of shirt

Not a onsie; not 
something else that 
the medics need to 

remember to put on.

Figure 6.16: Current issues with existing harnesses 
(Summit STS Deluxe Safety Harness)

6.3.1 Altering Conventional Solutions: Materials
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Name: Type Characteristics Thickness Impact 
absorption

Applications

Poron XRD Urethane Lightweight (.13kg), 
soft, ultra-flexible, 
antimicrobial

9.5 mm 90% Athletic padding, 
industrial guards

D3O polymer 
blend

[Proprietary] Lightweight, breathable, 
flexible, water resistant, 
machine washable

4 - 6 mm Transmitted 
force ~10kN 
(10J drop)

Athletic padding, 
motorcycle clothing, 
industrial protection

Sorbothane 
X-Tra Flex

“Super soft” 
polyurethane 

Vibration absorption, 
water resistant

4.8 mm 94.70% Helmets, knee pads, 
insoles

Deflexion Silicone Machine washable, 
sewable, breathable

N/A Transmitted 
force does not 
exceed 14kN

Motorcycle clothing, 
athletic pads

The material characteristics that aligned best with the priorities of the users 
were the ability to be machine washed and be lightweight and breathable. 
Thus, the material selection was narrowed to D30 and Dow Corning’s Deflexion 
material. D30 was ultimately chosen because of its existing reputation in existing 
applications such as motorcycle and skiing gear, which exemplified the level of 
protection desired.

This material would be sewn into the medic’s uniform at connection points, or 
areas where force might transfer from the harness to the wearer. These areas were 
determined based on a dissection of existing fall harness padding (3M, 2014). 
The main area where padding was placed was where the harness connects to 
the seatbelt in the rail system, which is where the harness crosses between the 
shoulder blades (See Figure 6.17). Here, an X shape following the lay of the harness 
provides a buffer between the harness and the medic wearing the uniform. Padding 
is also placed at the shoulders and at the connection points at the hips.

Table 6.3: Comparison of impact material properties
Another issue was that conventional harnesses, built as a single unit, require 
additional steps be added to medics’ dressing and undressing routine. With the 
integrated design, there existed the possibility that extra steps (and the potential 
for those steps to be neglected in the form of simply not putting the harness on) 
could be foregone by separating the harness into halves: the top half which would 
be integrated into the uniform shirt, and the bottom that would be sewn into the 
uniform pants. This way, the potential for medics to forget to put on an extra item 
of clothing is no longer an issue, and compliance is ensured more than if it were a 
separate article of clothing.

The top and bottom parts of the harness, when worn, must still act like a single 
integrated unit in order to distribute forces. With this in mind, the decision was 
made to use a belt, reinforced with the same polyester webbing material as the 
unifying element. This ensures a proper breaking strength threshold. A metal buckle 
was selected not only for its durability but also how it lends the impression of 
quality. All together, when presented in concept form to medics during review, the 
aesthetics of this idea were met with approval, citing the “tactical” and “professional” 
look and feel of the concept (Figure 6.17).

Attached to the belt are two reinforced belt loops. These loops are intended for 
the secondary clip to secure onto, with the other end of the line anchored to the 
medic gurney. This second line acts as a way to ground the medic in instances of 
a crash where they might be thrown across the patient compartment. With two 
anchor points, they are less likely to become a pendulum (see Figure 18). The patient 
gurney was a logical choice since in observations and medic workflows, they are 
almost always facing the patient, and the gurney itself is weighted to withstand 27.5 
Gs (33,710 N) of sideways force, and 22Gs (26,968 N) of force forward (personal 
communication, March 2016). The caribiner-style clip in and out method was chosen 
for its potentially quick and fluid motion, through user workflow testing is required 
to see if this hypothesis is correct.

The top and bottom sections of the harness interface with the belt in the form of 
belt loops. Figure 6.17 shows the placement of the loops on the shirt form. The belt 
loops are anchored on the outside of the shirt to provide easy access for the belt, and 
are placed at traditional loop areas: the hip bone and front facing locations, creating 
four anchor points around the waist. Corresponding loops adjacent to the hip-placed 
anchors come up from the pants to secure the bottom half of the harness (Figure 
6.17). 

6.3.2 Altering Conventional Solutions: Separation
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Polyester 
blend for stain 
resistance

Secure fit 
adjusters

Compression 
lining against 
chafing

Screen printed 
Reflectors for 

visibility during 
traffic responses

Cotton polyester 
blend for stain 
resistance and 

breathability

1” Polyester webbing

Polyester 
anti-chafing 

lining

Back : D ring 
attachment point  
external for straps

Figure 6.17: Pants and shirt with integrated harness, 
padding, and lining.Figure 6.17: Tactical style Polyester webbing belt 

design with metal buckle

The shirt-part of the harness follows conventional fall harnesses’ crossing method 
between the shoulder blades. This was chosen to maximize the medics flexibility- 
a strap that followed the spine dictated too closely the ability of a medic to bend 
over, reach, or stretch. Tactical style 

polyester 
webbing belt

Metal tactical belt 
buckle

D30 Impact 
padding

D30 Impact 
padding
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While being able to maintain loads of force, the uniform must also be comfortable. 
To prevent chafing of the harness against the skin a lining is sewn in. Standard 
shirt linings are made from lightweight, breathable fabrics such as lightweight 
cotton or Rayon (Galvin, 2014). The lining in the shirt would cover the whole back 
to allow free movement of the crossed straps when the medic moves. The front of 
the shirt would encase the straps in a sheath-like form, with a series of snaps that 
allow access between the lining and the uniform to adjust the harness’s fitting as 
needed. For the pants, the lining takes the form of lightweight shorts made from 
a compression material. The lining is sewn to the pants at the waistline from 
the small of the back and around both sides to the front facing belt loops. The 
remainder of the lining is unattached from the uniform pants in order to access the 
harness sandwiched between. 

These access point are needed to reach the harness’s fit adjusters. In order for 
the harness to protect the medic properly, and to ensure a comfortable fit, the 
harness would be need to be adjusted to the anthropometry of the wearer. These 
adjustment points on the pants occur at the circumference of the legs, the distance 
from that circumference to the belt loops at the hips. On the shirt form, the 
adjustment slides are located at the straps that ascend from the front-facing belt 
loops. These three adjustment areas are chosen based off exiting adjustment areas 
on fall harnesses (3M, 2014). Because a person’s measurements do not change 
drastically day to day, the harness could in theory be adjusted once at purchase, 
and then infrequently as the lifespan of the garment continues.

Because body shapes and sizes can vary so drastically, I had to think about how 
this system would include all anthropomorphic ranges. I began by gathering key 
measurements from NASA’s anthropometry data sheets to understand the size 
differences between a 5th percentile female and 95th percentile male (see table 6.4 
& 6.5) (NASA, 1978). The circumference charts in particular would be useful in 
understanding the pants portion of my uniform sizing. I then compared the tables 
to popular uniform brands to see if the sizes correlated. 511 Tactical, a popular 
EMS uniform brand, offers both mens and womens sizes in standard ranges from 
XS - 6XL. The size charts provided on their website fall in line with NASA’s 
anthropometric data, and allow users to match the closest fit to their own body 
dimensions. The sizing chart also outlines accommodations for short, regular and 
tall sizes by adding  length to the leg and torso (Table 6.6 & 6.7). This method of 
pre-measuring to closest match is seen in many online clothing stores, and would 
be an appropriate method to follow for the marketing and selling of the uniform-
harness.

5th percentile Female 
Circumferences

5th percentile female 
measurements

Thigh circumference 16.7 in Torso Length 24.5 in

Chest Circ. 31.2 in Bideltoid Breadth 14.9 in

Buttock Circ. 33.3 in Head Breadth 5.40 in

Mid-Thigh Circ. 16.4 in Cervicale Height 51.3 in

Interscye Maximum 17.3 in Menton- Head Top L 7.90 in

Vertical Trunk Circ. 28.4 in Vertical grip reach (standing) 72.9 in

Waist circumference 22.9 in

95th percentile male 
circumferences

95th percentile male 
measurements

Thigh circumference 25.1 in Torso Length 27.5 in

Chest Circ. 43.1 in Bideltoid Breadth 20.7 in

Buttock Circ. 42.5 in Head Breadth 6.50 in

Mid-Thigh Circ. 22.7 in Cervicale Height 63.7 in

Interscye Maximum 26.2 in Menton- Head Top L 9.60 in

Vertical Trunk Circ. 33.0 in Vertical grip reach (standing) 85.2 in

Waist circumference 39.3 in 

Table 6.4: 5th percentile female anthropometric measurements 
(NASA 1978)

Table 6.5: 95th percentile male anthropometric measurements 
(NASA 1978)
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6.4 Revised Scenario

The harness and the rail system come together to offer a holistic solution to medic 
safety. Working in unison, they offer both movement and support in a way that does 
not tread into the tasks and the time that a medic must focus on to save a patient’s 
life. This solution offers a peace of mind to medics: without the stress of the “what 
if” of a crash in the back of their mind, they can concentrate more wholly on their 
patient’s well being. 

The following story board revisits the medic crash event from chapter 5. Here we can 
see how the medic is still able to go about her workflow unhampered. She moves less 
around the patient compartment due to more centralized storage locations, but is 
still able to position herself as needed for the tasks she needs to do. In this scenario, 
she remains buckled into both the overhead rail system and onto the gurney, and is 
held steady when the crash occurs (figure 6.18).

6. Proposed Solution6. Proposed Solution

Table 6.7: 5.11 Womens Tactical uniform sizing reference charts

Table 6.6: 5.11 Mens Tactical uniform sizing reference charts

Here we see the reconfigured patient compartment- already storage has been eliminated 
from areas that could cause head injury, and wires have been routed through the ceiling 
so they are not crossing the isle. 

Figure 9.18: Crash scenario demonstrating 
design solution intervention.
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The medic still uses most of 
the patient compartment to 
complete her tasks, but this 
time is buckled into the rail 
system that moves with her.

Figure 9.18: Crash scenario demonstrating 
design solution intervention.

Like a regular seatbelt, it 
extends and retracts with a 
gentle pull. It also slides back 
toward the wall to stay out of 
the way during sitting tasks.

As the ambulance crosses the 
intersection at about 35 miles an hour, it 

is side-swiped by a car that did not see 
or hear the ambulance coming. 

6. Proposed Solution6. Proposed Solution

A secondary clip at the waist 
can be easily hooked and 
unhooked from the stretcher 
to provide extra stability

The results of this crash can generate an average 
of 2.5 tons of force exerted upon the passengers 

(Nave, 2012). 
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Figure 9.18: Crash scenario demonstrating 
design solution intervention.

The medic is again taken with 
the force of the impact, but 
she does not go flying because 
of the several-stage locking 
system of the rail.

6. Proposed Solution

In this revised scenario implementing the rail system and harness-uniform solution, 
the medic is prevented from being thrown across the patient compartment. She 

is firmly held in place by the steadfastly planted gurney and the multiple levels of 
locking mechanisms built into the rail system. She is saved from the risks of impact 

which include head injury, impalement, and possibly fatality.

As an added benefit, 
the reconfigured patient 
compartment now has a 
permanent stand for the 
cardiac monitor, preventing it 
from becoming a projectile. 
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7. Discussion

7.1 Value Proposition

This thesis offers to serve as a template within the EMS industry for how to 
identify and solve user-centered problems that truly address all stakeholder’s needs 
by implementing a transformative application of investigative methods. If EMS 
equipment manufacturers follow user-advocacy perspectives to developing products 
and solutions, more meaningful products can be produced that have a higher success 
rate out in the field.

By implementing a user-centered approach to the problems found within the 
research stage, this thesis also suggests a viable safety solution that both elevates 
the safety of the medic while also improving the likelihood for adoption.  Long term 
development and use of this solution can hope to see a decrease in medic fatalities in 
the event of a crash, keeping them healthy and able to have a longer, more fulfilling 
career. EMS organizations can also be more assured in their investments, because 
their workers will stay better able to work for a longer period of time, and ideally 
adding value to the community service they provide. The public in turn will see the 
benefit of a solution that allows medics to freely and effectively treat members of 
the community that call upon them, where they are not hampered in their decision 
making by the element of danger. 

7.2 New Innovations

The principle idea that proved to be the innovation of this thesis was the idea of 
working with medics, and designing around their behaviors instead of trying to 
change them. From getting dressed during their morning routine, to imposing as 
little as possible on the short amount of time they have with the patient, my solutions 
focused on reducing the number of “extra” steps they had to take to keep themselves 
safe, as well as making sure the tasks that must be done were quick, seamless actions 
on the part of the medic. 

Approaching the restraint system from the ceiling was also a novel innovation, and 
a logical one for it stayed out of the medics way while being able to trace the same 
footprint. The locking mechanisms, though already tried and proven, were brought 
together in a new fashion to work in unison to keep the medic safe.
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7. Discussion7. Discussion

7.3 Limitations

Due to limited time, distance, and chaotic shift schedules, it was difficult to 
arrange further ride alongs and meetings with medics for follow up purposes. The 
limited number of voices that participated in feedback, though useful, lead to a 
possibility for concentrated opinions that may not represent the views of EMS 
workers as a whole. The fact that many medics that participated in concept review 
sessions were young, and of the self-reported “new generation” of health and safety 
conscious medics emerging from training programs now, might have presented 
a skewed perception in the willingness of medics to adopt proposed solutions. 
However, former medics that had since shifted into administrative positions, 
though also few in number during consultation periods, echoed the young 
generation’s’ emphasis on safety and professionalism, though whether that was 
because they also held the same worldview, or if they were now influenced by their 
overseeing positions where safety and performance correlate, we cannot be sure.

7.3.1 Sample Sizes

When looking at material choices for seatbelt webbing and the harness, the 
defining question was what degree of safety should be achieved. There were several 
routes to take. Firstly, the breaking strength of chosen materials could be compared 
against the most common types of ambulance crashes, and reinforced to ensure 
they withstood those forces. The most common types of ambulance crashes are 
during daylight hours (70%) and during clear weather conditions (63%). They 
most often occur through intersections (70%) that have some form of traffic safety 
device, such as stop signs or lights (53%), traveling roughly 35 – 40 miles and hour, 
the cited time through an intersection, and are typically lateral (t-bone) accidents 
(41%)(Elling, 2006)

To model the crash, I decided on several variables. First, the weight of the person 
must be a factor, which I chose the maximum weight reported by my medics, at 230 
lbs. This was on par with the indexed weight of a 95th percentile male (226.8lbs) 
(Wickens, Lee, Liu, Gordon-Becker, 2003); my justification being that my materials 
must withstand the weight of the heaviest medic in this scenario. 

7.3.2 Gaps in Knowledge

Therefore, if the weight of my person is 230 lbs, then the mass of the person (lbs > 
kg) = 230 * 0.456592= 104.33kg. Mass is then converted into Newtons, a unit of force, 
which equals F=Mass * Acceleration (F=MA)= 1022.396368. This number is then 
multiplied by the number of g’s typically generated in a crash, which was determined 
to be 25gs, which results in the force of a person at crash loading equaling 25,559.9 
Newtons (Nave, 2012). In other words, their equivalent mass upon impact is 
2,608.154 kg/5,750 lbs. When coupled with the rate of deceleration, the force of 
impact is calculated. The webbing material chosen for the rail system’s seatbelt 
application must have a breaking strength that exceeds this load. 

However, there are some gaps in knowledge when looking at the usability of 
these equations. One issue is that because crash tests are rarely done, definitive 
crumple zones that affect stopping distance, and thus rate of deceleration, are not 
reported and could not be found for the purposes of this study. The second issue is 
that stopping distance is influenced greatly by the weight of the vehicle. Though 
manufacturers report vehicle weight off the assembly line, in a 1989 study published 
in the Journal of Emergency Medical Services found that type III ambulances were 
routinely overloaded while in service, averaging roughly 10,450 lbs excluding the 
patient and medics, as opposed to the recommended manufacturer maximum of 
11,000. This calls into question the ability to accurately approximate stopping 
distances for the use of my equations (Elling, 2006.) Therefore the decision to go 
with existing standards was chosen, though it remains to be seen if they are enough 
for the bodily orientation of the medic, or if something more substantial is needed.
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Much of the future work for the system presented in this thesis revolves around the 
development of the on-person component. Exploration into efficient manufacturing 
methods and true cost-analysis must be done. Though current materials are chosen 
based on material attributes and properties, a test-based exploration of how they 
all work together in the way intended is needed. Components such as the harness 
need to be tested for where the material would bind, and if chosen fasteners also 
could withstand the loads of a crash. The largest change from conventional harness 
systems, the ability for it to separate into a top and bottom component, would 
have to be put into load tests to see if it would work outside of equations. Finally, 
the secondary clip would also need to be tested in task simulation with users, as it 
remains to be seen if the chosen method of clipping in and out would, in the long 
run, be aggravating to users. 

There exists almost boundless opportunity to deep-dive into the details of this 
concept. In particular, it is recommended using user-centered research to see if the 
solution meets medics needs not only in theory and around the discussion table, 
but in mockup and practice. This would go hand in hand with the implementation 
of dynamic testing of the patient compartment on a wider scale, and with various 
storage compartment configurations or other variables that could still cause injury. 
Staying within the ambulance interior, there is opportunity to flesh out the whole 
patient compartment space as a system,  focusing not just on the rail system as a 
sub assembly, but the aforementioned configuration of storage to best utilize medic 
workflows, as well as exploration into the ideal placement of the cardiac monitor. 
The impact of other senses could also be explored, such as the level of noise 
pollution and the difficulty for medics to hear both their partner and the patient, or 
obstructed sight lines that also cause medics to adjust their positions. 

The solution presented in this thesis only focused on what happened in the event 
of a crash- however, there are opportunities to address stability as a whole: such 
as steadiness of medic during tasks. For example, how they are able to maintain 
balance while using both hands for a task in the back of a moving vehicle, as well as 
opportunities to smooth out the ride in general. This could possibly be explored via 
vehicle/transportation design and a closer look at the chassis or shock absorption 
system, or via materials exploration- such as finding a floor coating that would be 
both good for shoe grip yet easy to clean and sanitize. 

7.3.3 Suggestions for Future Work

7. Discussion7. Discussion

After total cost analysis, exploration into whether the design developed in this 
thesis would truly persuade EMS organizations to incur cost of implementation 
would need to be done. This would include analysis into current funds dedicated to 
obtaining new ambulance units vs how much more the integrated rail system would 
add to overall cost. It would also include a comparison of life insurance and injury 
payouts on behalf of the companies vs the savings they could expect by improved 
worker safety and morale as a trade off. Liabilities would also need to be known.
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8. Conclusion

All good things must come to an end, and though there remains many opportunities 
for future work, this thesis wraps up with sound reasoning and thorough 
demonstration of converting research insights into viable design solutions.

Upon review of the literature, it was clear medics had a dangerous and grueling job, 
though it was unclear where the sources of these issues lay. Those in decision making 
positions seemed unclear on these issues as well, since an analysis of their proposed 
solutions fell short on the implementation level. With this thesis, I proved that using 
a transformative framework and a mixed methods approach centered around the 
user’s “front lines” experiences out in the field, valuable insights on success or failure 
of processes and solutions could be garnered. I took a step back to examine, afresh, 
what areas caused medics the most detriment to their health, safety, and workflow, 
and though I was thoroughly expecting to enter into the realm of product design, I 
did not realize I would be dealing with such a significant matter of life and death. 

It was discovered, among other issues, that medics perceived existing safety 
measures in the patient compartment to be at war with their priorities and 
workflows. My efforts centered around a solution that would both be deemed 
acceptable to medics yet keep them safe at the same time, focusing on ease of 
implementation and making “as little waves as possible” in their set ways. This 
process made me appreciate the relationship between designer and user all the 
more, and helped me learn much about the dynamics between my user group and my 
shifting role from the researcher to the designer. With the completion of this project, 
I am much better equipped at identifying and creating meaningful ties between user 
needs and behaviors, and the solutions that help make life easier for everyone.
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Appendix A : Ride-Along Print Resources

Appendices

CALL #:____________________ 

Time: _____________________   to __________________________ 

Nature of CALL: _______________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

EMS  + Police  +    Fire  | # of people involved _______________ 

Location: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Environment:__________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Observations: 

911 Call worksheet

Appendices

Tasks: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Items Used: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Duration: ___________________________________ 

# of Steps: __________________________________                             Completion:  Y    /    N 

Observations: 

 

Tasks: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Items Used: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Duration: ___________________________________ 

# of Steps: __________________________________                             Completion:  Y    /    N 

Observations: 

 

Tasks: ________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Items Used: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

Duration: ___________________________________ 

# of Steps: __________________________________                             Completion:  Y    /    N 

Observations: 

911 tasks worksheet
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INTRODUCTION: 

I am completing my degree in Industrial Design, with a focus on medical product design and systems. My 
thesis focuses on the wellbeing and task management of EMS workers while out in the field, and my aim 
is to gather data and research to design a product that assists emergency medical workers in staying 
safe or completing their tasks more effectively during their shifts. This beginning phase is designed to 
narrow down my scope. I am using this index, as well as interviews, observations, and physiological data 
(heart rate) to triangulate what challenge areas would benefit EMS workers the most if solved. 

 

NASA TASK LOAD INDEX INSTRUCTIONS: 

During this observation session, I am not only interested in assessing your performance but also the 
experiences you had during the different task conditions. The evaluation you are about to perform is a 
technique that has been developed by NASA to assess relative importance of six factors in determining 
how much workload you experienced. Right now I am going to describe the technique that will be used 
to examine your experiences:  

In the most general sense I am examining the 'workload" you experienced. The factors that influence 
your experience of workload may come from the task itself, your feelings about your own performance, 
how much effort you put in, or the stress and frustration you felt. Physical components of workload are 
relatively easy to conceptualize and evaluate. However, the mental components of workload may be 
more difficult to measure.  

Since workload is something that is experienced individually by each person, there are no effective 
"rulers" that can be used to estimate the workload of different activities. One way to find out about 
workload is to ask people to describe the feelings they experienced. Because workload may be caused 
by many different factors, I would like you to evaluate several of them individually rather than lumping 
them into a single global evaluation of overall workload. This set of six rating scales was developed for 
you to use in evaluating your experiences during different tasks. Please read the descriptions of the 
scales carefully. Factors that create levels of workload differ depending on the task. For example, some 
tasks might be difficult because they must be completed very quickly. Others may seem easy or hard 
because of the intensity of mental or physical effort required. Yet others feel difficult because they 
cannot be performed well no matter how much effort is expended.  

After performing each of the tasks, you will be given a sheet of rating scales. You will evaluate the task 
by putting an "X" on each of the six scales at the point which matches your experience. Each line has two 
endpoint descriptors that describe the scale. Note that ''own performance" goes from "good" on the left 
to 'bad" on the right. This order has been confusing for some people. Please consider your responses 
carefully in distinguishing among the different task conditions. Consider each scale individually. Your 
ratings will play an important role in the evaluation being conducted, thus, your active participation is 
essential to the success of this experiment and is greatly appreciated. If you have a question about any 
of the scales in the table, please ask me about it. It is extremely important that they be clear to you 

 

TLX workload scale explanation (side A)

Appendices

 

TLX workload scale explanation (side B)
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Name   Task    Date

   Mental Demand How mentally demanding was the task?

   Physical Demand How physically demanding was the task?

   Temporal Demand How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task?

   Performance How successful were you in accomplishing what
you were asked to do?

   Effort How hard did you have to work to  accomplish
your level of performance?

   Frustration How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed,
and annoyed wereyou?

Figure 8.6

NASA Task Load Index

Hart and Staveland’s NASA Task Load Index (TLX) method assesses
work load on five 7-point scales. Increments of high, medium and low
estimates for each point result in 21 gradations on the scales.

Very Low Very High

Very Low Very High

Very Low Very High

Very Low Very High

Perfect     Failure

Very Low Very High

Appendices

TLX workload scale

Appendices

PHOTO/INTERVIEW RELEASE FORM 
I hereby give permission to: 
 
Name: Elizabeth Reuter MS Industrial Design Candidate 
 
Organization: University of Houston; School of Architecture & Design 
 
Address: Room:  122 Hines College of Architecture and Design,  

Gerald D. Hines College of Architecture, Houston, TX 77204 
 
Phone:  (317) 498-4877    E-Mail: Lizreuter.id@gmail.com 
 
 
 
1) to interview me / photograph me (still or moving images) / record my voice, 
 
2) and to use, reuse, publish and republish the same in whole or in part for any lawful purposes in any 
and all media in regards to thesis & design work, whether now known or hereafter existing, including print, 
broadcast and the World Wide Web, 
 
3) and to use a requested pseudonym in connection therewith myself and my company. 
 
I will make no monetary or other claim, including any and all claims for libel, for the use of the interview 
and/or the photograph(s)/video/recording of my voice. 
 
This authorization and release also applies to the organization(s) / publication(s) for which the 
photographer/interviewer took the photos/video, recorded my voice and/or conducted the interview, and 
to their legal representatives, licensees and assignees. 
 
Note exceptions here and/or by crossing out points above to which the photo/interview subject 
does not agree.  Subject reserves the right to decline to answer certain questions and to stop the 
interview if he/she becomes uncomfortable.  He/she may refuse the use of his/her full name and/or of 
his/her address, and may refuse to have his/her full face photographed or request to be blurred. 
 
 
Name of Person(s) to be Interviewed/Photographed: 
 
Print Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature (if interview/photo subject is under age 18, an adult must sign):  
 
____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Relation of Signer to Subject (if subject is under age 18): _______________________________ 
 
Date: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Witness:  
 
Print Name: __________________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature: ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Date: _______________________________________________________________________ 

Photo/Interview release form
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Appendix B : Survey Questions

Appendices

1. A preliminary list has been compiled of tasks that cannot be performed 
(or performed with difficulty) while seated and buckled. Please check the 
tasks that you agree are difficult or impossible to do while staying seated 
and buckled in.

• Intubation
• CPR
• Supplies Retrieval
• Defibrillation
• Restraining Patients

2. Are there any additional tasks you perform in the back of an ambulance 
that require you unbuckle or to leave your seat? (List as many as you can 
think of)

3. What is it about staying seated/buckled in that hinders these tasks? (Ex: 
leverage, reach, etc.) Please specify which tasks you are referring to.

4. What features or priorities do you think are important for the designers to 
consider when building a solution? (Ex: “the solution should be lightweight, 
have minimal crevices for blood splatter, etc.” )

Medic Safety Design Questionnaire (Online)

Appendices

5. Are there things you think the designers should avoid when exploring 
solutions? (Such as attaching directly to the wall, or anchoring to the floor?)

6. Are you based in the Houston area? 

• Yes
• No

7. Would you be willing to participate as an expert voice in a brainstorming 
session, or provide feedback on proposed concepts (sketches) in the 
future? (This is a great opportunity to help make medics’ voices heard in the 
design process and make sure we’re not missing anything!)

8. Please enter your first name and email if you wish to be contacted for 
further participation. You will hear back in the next week.
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Appendix C : Ideation Groups

Appendices Appendices

Communication Misc.
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Appendices Appendices
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Appendices Appendices
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Appendix D : Final Presentation Boards

Appendices
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Shift 4
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Shift 5

Shift Change

Maintenance and 
Re-stock

Scheduled Breaks

Active Calls

Instances of Grid-
locked Traffic

Visual Break-Down of Timelines during Ride Along Shifts
5 shifts;   4 Texas cities;   90 total hours;   28 calls :

Observations

NASA Task Load Index

Heart rate monitor

Mixed Methods Comparative Case Study Four different methods of data collection: 

A way of capturing and measuring 
different causes of stress, such as time 
demands, physical or mental strain, or 
perceived competency of a task. 

For example, some tasks might be 
difficult because they must be completed 
very quickly. Others may seem easy or 
hard because of the intensity of mental 
or physical effort required. Yet others 
feel difficult because they cannot be 
performed well no matter how much 
effort is expended.

Interviews

Time constraints contributed the most to paramedics’ 
perceived performance. Issues that ate into their time 
limits had the most harmful impact, such as trying to 

insert an IV needle into a rapidly dehydrating patient’s 
veins, or waiting for help to arrive to help remove 

injured patients from a crumpled vehicle.

Unfortunately these issues, 
though important to address 
when looking at EMS at the 
organizational level,  do not 
yield very many product 
design opportunities 

Emergency Medics Have a Dangerous Job

Increasingly EMS workers are expected to 
provide an advanced level of  treatment and 
care, in addition to transport, which increases 
their task load and susceptibility to harm.      

Which factor -environment, 
tasks, or equipment- has the 
most effect on the ability of 
medics to perform safely and 
effectively?

Is mental strain more, less, or 
equally important than the 
risk of bodily injury or illness?

Once the most pressing 
problem is identified, can 
that problem be solved 
through design?

... when dealing with patients in 
a non-structured environment.

3x
more likely to suffer 
injury and fatalities 
on the job than other 
professions in the 
United States

4-10x
more likely to develop 
PTSD from their work 
than the general 
population

exposed to an increased 
risk of blood-borne 
pathogens, disease, and 
infection

Daily

The leading causes of occupational 
fatalities for EMS workers are

Ground transportation accidents

“You either sit, buckled in, or 
you attend to your patient. Pick 
one.”

“The only people I know who 
buckle up are those who have 
been in bad accidents before..”

However... Only one medic was 
observed wearing their seatbelt in 

the patient compartment.

Survey: 103 medics
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Medics’  self-reported tasks that cannot be performed 
while in the seated, buckled position.

What aspects of these tasks make them difficult 
to preform in a seated, buckled position?

“When I would ride in the back 
of an ambulance, it was not 
uncommon to stand up and be 
doing chest compressions on 
somebody and having someone 
holding on to my pants and going 
down the road at 35, 40, 50 miles 
per hour even,” - Former medic

- Medic 8 years

- Medic 15 years

Medics feel they cannot properly do 
their job while seated, buckled in. 

Elizabeth Reuter MS. ID. 2016

Existing Attempts at Solving The Problem

“The ambulance has evolved organically, with additional treatment equipment 
like storage, stretchers, oxygen, and so on quite literally bolted on with little 
thought given to the ergonomics for staff or the overall patient experience. 
The result is that we now have vehicles that weigh over three tonnes, cost a 
fortune to run, and fail to take into account modern developments in safety, 
comfort, new technologies, or carbon footprint.”

Jonathan Benger; Emergency care expert UWE Bristol. 

Currently Ambulances are not required to undergo crash 
tests; manufacturers cite prohibitive costs for why they 

don’t do them voluntarily. 
Some 3rd party organizations 
have conducted crash tests 
and found several dangerous 
areas around the patient 
compartment. Here we can 
see a medic in the side chair 
concussing against an overhead 
compartment. 

Medics in the standing position 
suffered neck, spine, and hip 
injuries from being flung across 
the patient compartment. 

But, Incrementally, improvements are being made: 
Some companies are incorporating airbags 

where common impaling injuries occur, 
particularly around overhead cabinets.

Blinkers and break lights 
visible from inside the box, to 
give EMS workers indication 
of the driver’s intentions. 

Elimination of overheard compartments 
reduces opportunities for head-strike 
injuries. More safe, front-facing “Captains 
chairs” are replacing standard benches, 
incorporating 4 and 5 point harnesses.

Small changes still following the “tacked 
on” method of improvement. 

However, some companies, like Ferno,  are 
pursuing a more systemic approach

Medics opinions are mixed, but many still do not 
buckle up, nor do they like the reduced storage 

and workspace that the benches provided.

Debuted at the 2015 Dallas EMS 
conference, this solution aims to solve 

the problems of  “reach” by providing a 
customizable, modular wall system.

Theoretically, this model allows Medics to move the 
equipment they need  closest to them based on the 
type of call they respond to. 

However, since we know that time is one of the most 
pressing factors for a medic, it remains to be seen 
if they will be willing to take time to re-arrange the 
compartment call-to-call. 

This solution seems to ignore instances where medics 
must be in positions other than sitting to complete 
necessary tasks such as CPR, and Intubation.  

Manufacturers want the medics to 
stay seated, buckled in.

These solutions do not take into 
account ingrained user behaviors. 

Elizabeth Reuter MS. ID. 2016
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Ensuring Medic Safety Without Impeding Work flow

Currently the seatbelts in the front of the ambulance 
are rated to withstand high forces

What degree of safety should be achieved?

26,689 = 6000
Newtons (unit of force) Pounds of force

Aiming for equivalent numbers could bring safety 
standards up to be on par with the rest of the unit.

How to achieve that level of protection? 

Materials with breaking 
strength over 6000 lbs

Using proven existing 
methods and mechanisms

Constant checking in with the 
users and their values ensures that 
a collaborative design is achieved- 
a solution they help build will be 
more likely to fit their needs and 
be easily adopted. 

How to ensure medics will use it?

If medics are going to stand anyway, how can I keep them safe while doing so?

A systems 
approach:

An on-person harness built into the medics’ 
uniform that buckles into an overhead rail 
system and secondary clip. The advantages are 
that it is not something “extra” the medic must 
put on in the morning, and the rail system is 
out of the way while allowing a greater degree 
of freedom than conventional seatbelts. 

Taking inspiration from parachuting, climbing, 
and fall harnesses, I used tried and true methods 
of stitching and construction that have been 
proven to withstand equivalent forces. 

However, it needed to be integrated into both 
a shirt and pants element for easy donning, 
while still being secure as a single unit to dispel 
force in the event of a crash.

Less bulky 
adjustment and 

connection points

Thinner padding to 
reduce bulk of shirt

Not a onsie; 
not something 

else that the 
medics need to 

remember to 
put on.

The Integrated Harness

Ambulances now are 
made by commission, with 
each ambulance company 
specifying where they’d like 
seating, storage, and other 
features. Manufacturing 
processes are modular, and 
the rail system can easily 
be incorporated into the 
ceiling assembly before being 
mounted into the patient 
compartment. 

Seamless Integration into Current 
Manufacturing Processes

Stitching patterns borrowed from harnesses and 
parachutes, using methods that withstand high 

levels of force. 

Careful consideration went into choosing the harness 
material; It needed to have a high breaking strength 
and abrasion resistance with little fiber stretch. It also 
had to withstand moisture, since the uniforms must 
be washed. 
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Screen printed 
Reflectors for 

visibility during 
traffic responses

Cotton polyester 
blend for stain 
resistance and 

breathability

Polyester 
blend for stain 

resistance

Secure fit 
adjusters

Compression 
lining against 

chafing

Deflexion, a material from Dow Corning, is a 
thin, flexible, sewable, and machine washable 
silicone impact padding. Currently it can be found 
in applications such as motorcycle clothing: its 
breathable, flexible material properties instantly 
harden to absorb any force it experiences, and then 
immediately resumes its flexible state once the 
danger is over. 

Locking mechanisms

1” Polyester webbing

Polyester 
anti-chafing 

lining

Patient Compartment

Storage must be moved to make 
room for the rail system, but that also 
eliminates the possibility for head 
strike.

More seating-level drawers means 
less instances where the medic 
must stand to retrieve supplies. 

The cardiac monitor is in a position 
where it can be seen at any angle 
within the compartment, and is 
now mounted to prevent becoming 
a projectile in the event of a crash. 

There are several degrees of 
movement: first, the U shaped 

travel allows 270° access to 
the patient. The seat belt spool 
itself can travel back and forth 

along its track, and the seatbelt 
can extend for times when the 

medic must sit or kneel

If the spool is spun too rapidly with force, 
in motions such as yanking the seatbelt, 
the inner teeth will be spun outwards to 
catch the outer gears.

Momentum LockCentrifugal Lock

If constant momentum accelerates or 
decelerates rapidly, or changes direction, 
this ball bearing will be thrust against its 
domed housing, causing the lock to be 
forced up and into the gears.

The layers of the uniform were carefully considered 
based on what needed to fit snugly to the body, 
and what the users preferred to stay loose. Careful 
consideration of materials and taking into account 
users’ aesthetic preferences were important as well. 

Tactical-style 
Polyester 

webbing belt

Uniform Construction

Back : D ring 
attachment point  
external for straps

Elizabeth Reuter MS. ID. 2016
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